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ABOUT A DECADE AGO, in a wildlife preserve south of Montreal, my 
wife and I came across a number of big white birds: egrets. The next 
year, we spotted some more even further north. Up until that point, 

the species hadn’t been seen in our neck of the woods. 
In our warming climate, other critters are expanding their territory, as well. 

Ticks have been making incursions into Canada, bringing Lyme disease with 
them. This relatively new health risk can be challenging to 
diagnose and treat. Our cover features 48-year-old Win-
nipeg resident Jan Cmela, who underwent 15 months  
of tests before a sample of her blood sent to a U.S. lab 
finally confirmed she’d been bitten by an infected tick. 
For her saga and the information you need to know, 
turn to “Canada’s Lyme Disease Problem” on page 38. 

This month, we also bring you a feature about how 
tooth decay has reached epidemic proportions in El 
Salvador. Eighty per cent of youth in Central Amer-
ica have cavities and, shockingly, the majority go 
untreated. In “Cola Crisis” (page 88), you’ll learn 
about the Canadian dentists treating children and 
trying to raise awareness locally. 

These two articles have a common thread: as 
the world changes—environmentally, econom-
ically—the factors that affect our well-being  
are shifting, too. Education can be the best 
weapon to ensure our health and happiness, 
which is why Reader’s Digest remains commit-
ted to sharing stories like these with you. 

Health Issues

Editor’s Letter
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Send an email to  
robert@rd.ca
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KATE RAE  

(Writer, “Life Support,” 
page 10) 

Home base:  
Toronto. Previously 

published in Chatelaine and Flare. 
I was struck by Geetha Moorthy’s 
determination, generosity and kind-
ness. Her commitment to her 
community is extraordinary. I used 
to be an active volunteer at a rape 
crisis centre. More recently, family 
needs have made it tricky to find the 
time, but I’d love to get back to that 
work eventually. 

MEGAN HAYNES   

(Writer, “13 Things 
You Should Know 
About Advertising,” 
page 109) 

Home base: Toronto. Previously 
published in the Toronto Star and 
Fast Company. Having covered 
advertising for nearly five years,  
I’m cynical. Some people see a baby 
in a car seat, but I see an infant being 
used to sell a vehicle. My friends 
hate seeing movies with me. When 
the pre-show ads start, I talk about 
which ones will or won’t be hits. 

VICTOR WONG 

(Illustrator, “Buzz  
Worthy,” page 96) 

Home base:  
Mississauga, Ont. 
Previously published in Cottage 
Life. I’ve never been stung by  
a bee! We rarely seem to cross 
paths, and I try to give them as 
much space as I can. I’ve been  
fascinated by the look of old-
school illustrated ads and sci-fi 
book covers since I was young. 
These days, I try to incorporate  
a similar style into my drawings.

MAY TRUONG 

(Photographer, “Life 
Support,” page 10) 

Home base:  
Toronto. Previously 

published in The Globe and Mail 
and Maclean’s. My work explores 
race, gender, class and coming of 
age. I’m part of a Toronto-based 
photo collective called SOFIA, 
whose mandate is to support female 
artists. The photographers who 
have inspired me and my work are 
Diane Arbus, Lauren Greenfield and 
Jeff Wall.
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newnordic.ca

Advertisement

Blue Berry  is available at participating pharmacies and 
health food stores across Canada. For more information, or 
to buy directly from us, visit our website www.newnordic.ca 
or call us at      1-877-696-6734..p

W
ith age, the eyes lose their ability to see as 
clearly as in younger years. This is linked 
to the health of the central part of the eye 

– called the macula. This color spot is responsible for 
central vision and light absorption. But over time, 
it loses color pigments and vision suffers. 

Luckily, we can fi nd color pigments 
in foods like carrots, blueberries 
and dark green vegetables. 

New Nordic has created a product 
that concentrates strong color pigments 
in an easy to take tablet, called Blue Berry. 

The tablets contain yellow fl avonoids, purple 
anthocyanins and orange carotenoids (including 
lutein), to nourish macula and help protect from UV 
and free radical damage. 

If your eyes are suffering, try Blue BerryTM. If you are not 
100% satisfi ed, contact us and we will refund your purchase.

Blue BerryTM is the n° 1 natural 
eye supplement in Scandinavia 

and has been so for over a decade. 

To make sure this product is right for you, always read the label and follow the instructions.

Blue Berry
eye supplement in Scandinavia 

#1
 SUPPLEMENT
 IN SCANDINAVIA

How color pigments 
are good for your eyes

Eyes love 
blueberries 

CUSTOMER WEB REVIEW Did you know?

Fighter pilots during 
the Second World War 
ate blueberry jam and 
carrots to improve 
their night vision? They did this 
because these foods contain 
carotenes, or color pigments, ben-
efi cial for the macular of the eye.

I saw my optometrist this week and 
my eyes have improved so much. He 
was very happy with the results and 
said he rarely sees this. I have taken 
Blue Berry for a year and also take 
an eye vitamin complex. Cheryl N.

MARKED IMPROVEMENT IN MY EYES!



STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
I laughed out loud when I read “Bed 
Hog Dog” (March 2016). I’ve been 
sleeping alongside my dogs for  
60 years. They are a wriggling source 
of joy and unconditional love. These 
days, I sleep with my golden cocka-
poo curled up against my back. The 
downside: I’ve torn a few sheets by 
trying to pull them around my shoul-
ders while a furry body lies on top! 

LAURIE NESBITT, Va n c o u v e r 

THE MORE YOU KNOW
I was impressed with the “Case His-
tory” article in your April issue! The 
doctor and nurse’s ability to diagnose 
their patient with hantavirus before 
receiving test results likely saved him. 
Well done to all involved, and thanks, 
Reader’s Digest, for educating us.

BRIAN KEEPING, Mu l g ra v e ,  N. S .  

Published letters are edited for length 
and clarity.

We want to hear from you! Have something to say about an article you read in Reader’s Digest? Send your 
letters to letters@rd.ca. Please include your full name and address. 

Contribute Send us your funny jokes and anecdotes, and if we publish one in a print edition of Reader’s 
Digest, we’ll send you a free one-year subscription. To submit, visit rd.ca/joke.

Original contributions (text and photos) become the property of The Reader’s Digest Magazines Canada 
Limited, and its affiliates, upon publication. Submissions may be edited for length and clarity, and may be 
reproduced in all print and electronic media. Receipt of your submission cannot be acknowledged.

SUNNY WAYS
Your April issue was outstanding—what a pick-
me-up! You featured so many incredible stories: 
Leen Al Zaibak and her work with Syrian students 
in “Books Not Bombs,” parents with disabilities in 
“More Than Able” and Jean-Claude Munyezamu, 
the man who returned to Rwanda in the piece  
“In the Land of 1,000 Hills.” Thanks for a package 
of inspiration. JEANNETTE TOOTELL, Hamilton,  O nt.
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If I could go back in 
time to meet anyone, 
it would be… 

Visit the Reader’s Digest Canada Facebook page for your chance to finish the next sentence.

…Gertrude Stein. She was bold as an art collector 
and fearless as a critic.  RO SABOURIN, TORONTO

…Maya  
Angelou. 

I’d love to listen to 
her read poetry.

KIM THIEN, WINNIPEG 

…the man with whom I 
am now deeply in love. 

I wish our paths had crossed  
30 years ago. 

JANET NELSON, NANAIMO, B.C. 

…Freddie 
Mercury. 

He had so much presence, 
talent and energy.

GAIL MOLNAR, DURHAM, ONT. 

…Albert 
Einstein.

I could sit for hours and 
talk about his theories.

LISA TREMBLAY,  

CHATHAM, ONT. 

…Tommy Douglas!
PAULA BRYAN, BRANTFORD, ONT. 
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➸

 ! AGAINST A TWINKLING back-
drop of pinlights and plush curtains, 
a cluster of kids and young adults 
dance to the sunny strains of Phar-
rell Williams’s “Happy.” Some are  
assisted in their movements by  
parents; most look like they never 
want to leave the stage. They’re  
here thanks to one woman: Geetha 
Moorthy, the founder and executive 
director of Toronto’s South Asian 
Autism Awareness Centre (SAAAC).

The performance, part of a fund-
raising gala held this past March for 
SAAAC, was a showcase of what the 
centre works hard to achieve. “In 
our culture, people with autism are 
typically hidden away,” Moorthy 
says. “To be dancing in front of a 
crowd of 1,000 is an amazing thing.” 

Born in Sri Lanka and trained  
as an accountant and a traditional  
Indian dancer, Moorthy moved to 
Canada in 1983 with her husband, 
settling in Montreal, then Toronto. 
She found a job in the payroll depart-
ment at Nestlé and started teaching 
dance as a hobby. By 1990 she’d 
taken on 150 students—enough for  
a production-meets-fundraiser to 
collect money for children’s charities. 

One of those charities, the 
MukiBaum Accessibility Centre, 
asked her to lead dance workshops 
for clients with autism. Dancing  
improves balance and encourages 
eye contact, and the intricate hand 
gestures involved in traditional  
Indian choreography help develop 
motor skills. The classes would 

Life Support

One recent SAAAC 
program trained 42 young 
adults for the workplace; 
graduates have been 
placed in law firms, movie 
theatres and financial 
services companies.

BY KATE RAE

Geetha Moorthy rallies assistance for  
South Asian families affected by autism

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MAY TRUONG
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Life Support

One recent SAAAC 
program trained 42 young 
adults for the workplace; 
graduates have been 
placed in law firms, movie 
theatres and financial 
services companies.
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also facilitate non-verbal communi-
cation among participants.

Moorthy noticed that few South 
Asians attended the workshops. 
“There’s a stigma within our com-
munity; many believe the family of  
a child with special needs is being 
punished for a past wrongdoing,” 
she says. “This leads to denial and  
a lack of awareness of treatments.”

A solution presented itself in 2008 
when a visiting Sri Lankan doctor 
offered to conduct an information 
session about autism for South 
Asian families—if Moorthy helped. 

Twelve families showed up to 
hear basic facts about autism: what 
it is, its symptoms. It was the first 
time many of the attendees had par-
taken in culturally sensitive services. 

Word spread. The next session, 
two months later, had 25 families. 
Fifty came to the following one. 
Moorthy soon realized she needed  
to offer more than information. 

In 2010, SAAAC’s inaugural gala 
raised $25,000. As the group grew,  
so did its space; its current home,  
in the suburb of Scarborough, Ont., 
is a 465-square-metre building that 
houses programs for 190 families. 

At the centre, there are case man-
agers, translators (Tamil, Hindi, 
Bengali and Urdu), workshops on 
navigating the medical and educa-
tion systems, respite care, outreach 
and therapists—most of it free—for 
people of all ages. There are also  

R e a d e R ’ s  d i g e s t   
ANNOUNCEMENT

AND YOU!
Let’s clear the air. As the spokesperson  
for Reader’s Digest Sweepstakes, I’m  
asked repeatedly if our Sweepstakes 
is real. That’s understandable, given  
the problems some people have  
had with fly-by-night operators. We’re  
different from the other guys. We’ve 
been in the business of making dreams  
happen since 1962. Here’s why:

• We NEVER ask you for money
to enter or to receive your prize

• We NEVER require you to buy
anything to enter

• We DON’T have prizes drawn
on a U.S. bank

• We NEVER contact prize winners
by phone

• We ALWAYS give away every
penny, guaranteed

Marisa Orsini,  

Administrator,  

Sweepstakes and Contests

WANT MORE ANSWERS?
Visit us and get all the facts fast at  
readersdigest.ca/sweepstakes
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art classes, music lessons and, of 
course, dancing. 

When Shanthi Rajaratnam’s two 
children were diagnosed with autism 
in 2003, at ages four and five, the 
family had difficulty accessing ser-
vices. Four years later, they moved 
from Montreal to India to try herbal 
treatments presented as cures. By 
2012, Rajaratnam’s marriage was over 
and her son, Thambi, had grown vio-
lent, attacking both her and his sister. 

On the advice of a sibling who 
had heard of SAAAC, Rajaratnam 
flew back to Canada. “Geetha came 
to us right away,” she says. Thambi 
was placed in a group home, and 

the family began receiving support 
at the centre. 

Connecting with other parents of 
autistic children has been a balm for 
Rajaratnam. “Being able to talk to 
each other about challenges is such 
a relief,” she says. Recently, she met 
up with other adults at a restaurant 
while their kids were at the centre. 

That afternoon, Moorthy’s name 
came up often. Though she also 
manages operations and handles  
financials, the SAAAC founder has 
remained the first contact for many 
families. “We all said the same thing: 
‘Praise Geetha,’” says Rajaratnam. 
“Whenever you call, she answers.” 
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Are you in need of some professional  
motivation? Send us a work anecdote, 
and you could receive $50. To submit 
your stories, see rd.ca/joke.

THE BEST POLICY

If slogans for your favourite  
brands were honest, they’d look  
a lot like these: 

CLIFFSNOTES: “They’re still going 
to know you didn’t read the book.” 

DIRT DEVIL: “Terrorize your pets.” 

GILLETTE: “We’re just going to keep 
adding blades.” 

CHAPSTICK: “You’ll misplace it  
before the tube’s empty.”

SLINKY: “Transforms into a tangled 
mess within minutes.”  honestslogans.com 

SOUND OUT

I’m a retired teacher. When I was 
still in the classroom, I would test 
students’ language comprehension 
by asking them to use our “words of 
the week” in a sentence. When Cal
vin’s turn arrived, he was assigned 
“supervision.” He thought long and 
hard, and then his face lit up. “Super
man has supervision!” he told the 
class. MALCOLM WINSOR, To r o n t o

NICE TRY 

“Do you believe in life after death?” 
a boss asked her employee. 

“Yes,” the employee replied. 
“That’s good,” said the boss. “After 

you left early yesterday to go to your 
grandma’s funeral, she stopped by 
to see you.” guy-sports.com

“What? You’ve never had a loan application from a small business owner before?”
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An incredible fit is only the beginning. Always Discreet 
underwear is drier than Depend. Try it. Love it. Or we’ll double 

your money back.* Also available in lower-rise cut.

MADE YOU LOOK
(and yes, she’s wearing them)



Filmmaker Barry Avrich on hero worship, reality TV 
and his new book about showbiz

Movie Maven
BY COURTNEY SHEA

ILLUSTRATION BY AIMÉE VAN DRIMMELEN

As a documentarian, your career is tell-
ing other people’s stories. What’s yours? 
I think of myself as a shy kid from Mont
real who dreamed of being in showbiz. 
When I got started in the ’80s, I had a job 
in advertising in Toronto during the day and 
worked on music videos and short films at 
night. Things escalated from there. My life’s 
been a mixture of faith and a fear of failure. 

Your new book is titled Moguls, Monsters and 
Madmen. Which of the three do you meet most 
frequently in the entertainment business?
For me, that’d be moguls, but there are 
moguls who are also madmen. 
The best answer is that most 
people I interact with 
are a mix of all three. 

You were reading 
Hollywood trade 
publications like 
Variety at an age 
when most kids 
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Filmmaker Barry Avrich on hero worship, reality TV 
and his new book about showbiz

Movie Maven
BY COURTNEY SHEA

ILLUSTRATION BY AIMÉE VAN DRIMMELEN

would’ve been reading comic 
books. How come?  
Growing up in the early ’70s, my 
house was full of entertainment—
soundtracks, comedy albums. I was 
instantly attracted to show business 
and wanted to learn as much as I 
could. There was no People magazine 
back then. The only thing I could 
find was Variety, so I got a subscrip
tion. It was ridiculously expensive. 

You’ve made documentaries about 
Canadian theatre entrepreneur 
Garth Drabinsky, American studio 
exec Lew Wasserman and Penthouse 
founder Bob Guccione. Clearly 
you’ve got a thing for powerful men. 
My parents brought me to the Strat
ford Festival when I was young, so 
I’ve always appreciated Shakespeare. 
Early on, I saw a correlation between 
power and misfortune; many of the 
moguls I’ve made films about have 
experienced tragic falls and Faustian 
moments. Wealth was no longer their 
goal—the goal became world domin
ation, and with that comes tragedy. 

How do you convince your subjects 
to dish the dirt? 
I seduce them into becoming com
fortable. One key thing is that I 
don’t use notes. When people feel 
the intimacy of constant eye con
tact, they really want to talk. Many 
subjects—or their publicists—say, 
“Okay, we can talk, but not about A, 

B or C.” And then they always talk 
about A, B and C. 

People often say “Don’t meet your 
heroes,” but your book details a 
number of encounters with huge 
celebrities. What’s your take?
I’ve made a lot of films for selfish rea
sons, in that I wanted to meet the 
subjects, and I’ve had great experi
ences. There’ll be disappointment, 
but if you’ve done your research, 
you’ll be prepared. I admire Robert 
De Niro, but when I met him, I knew 
not to expect anything going in. 

With the huge popularity of shows 
like Making a Murderer and Serial, 
documentaries are having a real 
moment. Are you happy about that? 
Things have come a long way. We’ve 
moved from documentaries about 
the gestation period of a beaver to 
subject matter that is really fascinat
ing. Reality television has created a 
thirst for cinémavérité. 

Assuming access was no issue, who’d 
be your dream documentary subject?  
Ralph Lauren. Everything he touches 
is beautiful and timeless. His brand is 
his life and vice versa. Not only did he 
invent style in America, he invented 
a class. That fascinates me.  

Moguls, Monsters and Madmen: An  
Uncensored Life in Show Business is 
available now.
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My eight-year-old son cheated on 
his home reading. 

How is that possible? you might ask.
Well, he’s been yelling “blah-blah-
blah” rather than record the online 
book into the computer like he’s 
supposed to.

How is it possible that he’s been  
doing this for six weeks and you 
never noticed? 
Well, he’s been progressing through 
the levels. He’s now reading at level 

L. When he started Grade 3 in  
September, he was at level J, so  
I assumed he was reading.

Right. But how is it possible that 
you never noticed he was reading—
and I quote—“blah-blah-blah”?  
Well, I usually send him into the  
library with his dad’s laptop to do 
his home reading. First, he listens  
to this computerized voice reading 
the book aloud to him. That sound 
makes me feel like smashing my 
head into our picture window, so  

Cheating on homework  
runs in the family

My Son,  
the Swindler
BY LEANNE SHIRTLIFFE  
FROM THE HUFFINGTON POST CANADA

ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HANMER
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I send him away to do it so I can keep 
the window—and my head—intact.

Wait a minute. He cheated on his 
home reading in your home “library”?
I know. It’s ironic.

Aren’t you an English teacher and 
don’t you kind of teach reading?
Yes. Irony. I believe that’s been  
established.

How did you finally discover your 
son was cheating?  
The wireless connection on his 
dad’s laptop wasn’t working, so  
he asked me to fix it. I told him I 
wanted to hear him read aloud a 
bit. Then I realized his dad’s com-
puter didn’t have a built-in micro-
phone; ergo, recording himself by 
reading aloud into the non-existent 
microphone was impossible. Ergo, 
he confessed.

Then what happened? 
He begged me not to tell his father 

or his teacher. I didn’t. I take these 
matters seriously.

So he asked you not to tell, and you 
wrote about it? 
Yes. I’m hoping his teacher and my 
husband won’t read this.

Do you know where he gets this 
propensity to cheat? 
Of course. He gets most of his nega-
tive traits from his father. But I may 
have cheated in Grade 9 home ec.

You cheated in home economics? Not 
chemistry, not physics, but home ec?
Yes. It was the knitting unit.

Wait. You cheated at knitting? How? 
I knit one slipper. It was horrible, 
and my entire family witnessed my 
lack-of-dexterity outbursts, which 
may have involved threatening to 
stab someone with a size 7 needle.

Was there ever a second slipper? 
Yes, my mom knit it. In one night.

Your mom? She colluded with you?
Yes. It was her idea, mind you.  
We got an A. The teacher said  
I showed great improvement.

Are you still blaming your son’s dad 
for the boy’s decision to cheat on his 
home reading? you might ask. 

My son gets most of his  
negative traits from his  
father. But I may have  

cheated in home ec.

© 2016, BY LEANNE SHIRTLIFFE. FROM ‘‘IS IT OK TO LAUGH IF YOUR CHILD CHEATS ON HOMEWORK?’’,  

THEHUFFINGTONPOST.COM.
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I keep a focusing bell at the top of 
my stairwell. Every morning, I ring it 
and think of a word, like “laughter,” 
“courage” or “radiance,” to meditate 
on throughout the day. The ritual 
helps me pay attention  
to little things I might  
otherwise overlook.

  ZIYA TONG, c o - h o s t  o f  D i s c o v e r y 
C h a n n e l ’s  D a i l y  P l a n e t ,  in Toronto Life

The first thing you have to do to  
succeed in another country is  
understand that you don’t under-
stand that country.

  SYLVAIN TOUTANT, C E O  o f 
D a v i d s Te a ,  on the company’s expansion  

to the United States, in The Globe and Mail

My greatest weakness is that I  
always have a story about some-
thing. You can see people’s eyes 
start to roll when I say, “Oh, I have  
a story about that!”

  P u b l i s h e r  DOUGLAS GIBSON, 

au t h o r  o f  A c r o s s  C a n a d a  b y  S t o r y ,  
on CBC Radio’s The Next Chapter 

When you live in a country like  
Canada, you begin to realize how 
right things can be. Then when you 
travel back to Pakistan and to other 
countries that are in conflict, you 
can see what’s going wrong.

  SHARMEEN OBAID-CHINOY,  

d i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  O s c a r-w i n n i n g 
d o c u m e n t a r y  A  G i r l  i n  t h e  R i v e r 

BY CHRISTINA PALASSIO

It’s exciting that women of  
colour are using social media 
to share their artwork. I hope 

one day we’ll have our own 
galleries—instead of trying to 

jam our work into galleries 
that won’t take us.

D e si  ar tist  MARIA QAMAR, a .k.a .  Hate cop y,  in Elle Canada P
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My first job was going to talk to  
kids in Honduras. I arrived in a  
bulletproof car and stepped onto a 
gravel field that we would probably 
never play on in Canada today.  
But these young girls didn’t seem 
bothered at all. 

  O l y m p i c  s o c c e r  p l a y e r  

KARINA LEBLANC, to CBC Sports,  

on volunteering with UNICEF after retirement

Someday, doctors will offer assisted-
death services that are much more 
sophisticated than anything I have 
created. Providing others with  
humane deaths at a time of their 
choosing will be seen as an import-
ant public service.

  JOHN HOFSESS, f o u n d e r  o f  t h e 
R i g h t  t o  D i e  S o c i e t y  o f  C a n a d a ,  in a 

posthumous memoir published by Toronto Life

You feel guilty because you always 
feel like there is more you could be 
doing. It’s hard. It’s really, really hard.

  Mi n i s t e r  o f  En v i r o n m e n t  a n d 
C l i m at e  C h a n g e  CATHERINE McKENNA, 

on balancing work and family

I usually need a truck  
after every flea market.

  H G T V  h o s t  SARAH RICHARDSON

I’m working as an open innovator. I 
share my ideas freely with the world, 
so if anybody wants an idea, they 
can use it. If I don’t share it, chances 
are it’s going to stay in my drawer 
for 10 years.

  In v e n t o r  CHARLES BOMBARDIER, 

g ra n d s o n  o f  c o m p a ny  f o u n d e r  Jo s e p h -
Ar m a n d  B o m b a rd i e r,  in the Financial Post

I’m not the best at 
sports. I’m never go-

ing to win the Stanley 
Cup or a gold medal 
but I love acting and 
to win an award for 

something that I love 
is super special to me.

Ac t o r  JACOB TREMBLAY, after winning  

Best Actor in a Film at the Canadian Screen Awards
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QUOTES: (TREMBLAY) CBC ARTS (MARCH 14, 2016); (McKENNA) THE GLOBE AND MAIL  (FEB. 11 ,  2016); 
(RICHARDSON) HGTV (SEPT. 16, 2013); (BOMBARDIER) FEB. 12,  2016; (LEBLANC) FEB. 2016; 
(HOFSESS) FEB. 29, 2016.
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Why opting out can do you good

Quit While  
You’re Ahead

BY LISA COXON
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 ! LATE LAST YEAR, I decided 
to leave my job, a choice that was 
equally daunting and exhilarating. 
Quitting is like deciding to rearrange 
a room: you’ve grown comfortable 
with the status quo, and it can be 
hard to picture the end result or even 
see why change is necessary. And 
yet, there’s the nagging feeling that 
you’re no longer entirely satisfied 
with your current circumstances. 

While it’s not out of the question 
for feelings of regret to surface after 
a major overhaul, leaving a position, 
project or situation can reveal excit
ing possibilities, making you feel 
inspired and renewed. 

Decide to Change  
Your Perspective 
Because quitting can trigger feel
ings of guilt and shame, we often 
do everything possible to avoid it.

“We’re taught from our earliest 
days that if you quit something, it 
means you’re a failure,” says Will 
Meek, a counselling psychologist in 
Vancouver, Wash. Meek suggests 
viewing quitting in a virtuous light 
instead—as a behaviour that involves 
considerable courage, foresight and 
trust. “Rather than shaming, I think 
we could teach the value of knowing 
when to stop.” 

The right time, he says, often 
comes after you’ve put a lot of effort 
into something but have seen no 
improvement. A couple attempting 

to salvage a flagging relationship, for 
example, might have tried therapy 
or implementing regular date 
nights, to no avail. At that point, 
Meek says, you can reassure your
self that it makes good sense to go 
in different directions.

Once you decide it’s time to opt 
out, remember: you’re in charge of 
how to deliver that message. Friends 
and family members may respond 
to news of a change with concerns. 
Meek suggests offering context and 
next steps. “Being able to say, ‘I’ve 
decided to leave my job, and here’s 
what I’m going to do about it’ can 
alter how other people receive your 
message,” he says. Not only that, but 
sharing future plans can bolster 
your own sense of resolve.

Improve Your Quality  
of Life
Quitting often happens in situa
tions where we’re unhappy, fearful 
or have determined we have no 
other choice, factors that can have 
adverse effects on our health. Per
haps you find your work unfulfill
ing, or you’ve jumped into a new 
relationship before you’re ready—
and, as a result, you’re operating 
under intense pressure. 

“If stress is chronic and not man
aged well, it can start to take a phys
ical toll,” says Meek. According to the 
American Psychological Association, 
that tension can trigger or exacerbate 

R e a d e R ’ s  d i g e s t   
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heart attacks and arrhythmias and 
increase the risk of disease, so walk-
ing away from whatever is causing it 
can have significant physical health 
benefits. “We often see a reduction 
in the stress hormone cortisol, 
which can lower blood pressure and 
may even decrease the heart rate,” 
says Dr. Alex Lickerman, a primary 
care physician in Chicago. 

Cutting ties can also have a dra-
matic effect on your mood. Accord-
ing to a 2011 study in 
the journal Human  
Relations, staying at  
a job you hate out of 
obli gation or a per-
ceived lack of options 
can leave you emo-
tionally drained. While 
it’s not uncommon to 
experience momen-
tary grief after a major 
life change, Mark 
Franklin, the president  
of Toronto-based   
CareerCycles, has observed positive 
effects in the long term. “When I 
see people start to do things they 
love, there’s a lot of relief,” he says.

Take Your Passion,  
Make It Happen
Abandoning situations that fail to 
bring you joy can leave you with 
ample time to explore where your 
heart is truly leading you. In a study 
that was published in 1999, then 

Harvard University professor  
Herminia Ibarra looked at how  
bankers transitioned into different 
roles that required new skill sets—
someone who spent a lot of time 
dealing with computers, for instance, 
was asked to take on personal inter-
actions. Subjects were especially 
drawn to acting out a version of their 
future selves through “imitation 
strategies”—a tactic they likened  
to “trying on different clothes.”

Franklin suggests  
a similar approach as 
 a way to suss out what 
your true desires might 
be in your post-quitting 
life and envision your 
future self. “Pretend  
to be a certain kind of 
person, or go and meet 
others who are doing 
what you want to do,” 
he says. “Try it on, see 
how it feels and decide 
if it’s a good fit for you.”

It may not feel like it at the time, 
but just moving on from a situation 
that’s not quite right can help you 
get back on track. That was defin-
itely true in my case. In December 
2015, I left my client-relations job 
and started working somewhere 
less than ideal. Not long after that,  
I was assigned this story, about the 
upside of quitting, on the same day 
a dream editorial position fell in 
my lap. Life’s funny like that. 

Abandoning 
situations that 
don’t bring you 

joy can leave you 
with time to 

explore where 
your heart is 
leading you.
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How to stay hydrated

Fluid 
Dynamics
BY SAMANTHA RIDEOUT
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 ! COMPARED TO YOUNGER 
people, seniors must take extra care 
to get enough fluids. With age, 
thirst—the body’s built-in dehydra-
tion alarm system—becomes less 
noticeable and reliable. Older peo-
ple also tend to have modest appe-
tites, which means they receive  
less fluid from food. Meanwhile,  
due to declining kidney function, 
their bodies often aren’t as good at 
conserving the water they do get.

The amount of fluid we need to 
feel our best varies according to fac-
tors such as physical-activity levels, 
physiology and climate. As a rough 
guideline, the Dieticians of Canada 
suggest 2.2 litres (nine cups) per day 
for women and three litres (12 cups) 
for men. These totals include food 

moisture, which accounts for about 
one-fifth of the average person’s  
liquid intake—and more for people 
who eat a lot of fruit and veggies. 
Keep in mind that you’ll need extra 
fluids if you’re exercising, if the 
weather is hot or if you’re some-
where with indoor heating, which 
can drain moisture from your skin.

If you don’t like to consume a lot 
at once, try increasing the frequency 
of your drinks. Vary your sources  
of fluid if that makes it easier to stay 
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hydrated—besides water, consider 
beverages such as juice, milk and 
soup. Even coffee and 
tea can work, despite 
the caffeine’s mild  
diuretic effect—they 
provide more water 
than they drain. 

If your urine is dark 
or has a particularly 
strong smell, you may 
not be getting enough 
fluids; other signs of 
early-stage dehydra-
tion include a dry 
mouth, headaches, 
dizziness, fatigue and 
irritability. Left unaddressed, the 
problem can cause a racing heart, 
delirium or a loss of consciousness, 

and sufferers may require intra-
venous hydration from medical  

professionals.
In everyday life, 

milder bouts of dehy-
dration are common-
place. But take note: 
“When mild dehydra-
tion is chronic,” says 
Ron Maughan, chair 
of the European  
Hydration Institute’s 
Science Advisory 
Board, “it can have 
adverse effects, espe-
cially renal [kidney] 
stones.” If you  

suspect poor hydration might be 
dragging you down, the remedy  
is simple: drink up. 

The typical amount of 
water in the body can 

decrease by up to

6
litres

by the age of 80, raising 
the risk of dehydration.

Quitting Driving Can 
Spark Health Declines
For a slew of reasons ranging from 
Parkinson’s to poor vision, many 
seniors give up driving. Even when 
it’s the right decision, getting out 
from behind the wheel can contrib-
ute to health problems, including 
cognitive decline and depression, 

as driving often enables social  
interactions and personal freedom. 
The authors of a systematic review 
published in the Journal of the 
American Geriatrics Society empha-
sized that people who anticipate 
they’ll have to stop driving should 
plan other ways to get around and 
keep connected.

News From the 
World of Medicine
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Skipping Breakfast Won’t  
Help Weight Loss
A study from the University of Bath 
in the U.K. compared two cohorts  
of obese subjects over six weeks: 
one that ate every morning and one 
that fasted until noon. The fasting 
group tended to take in more food 
later in the day, meaning that  
both groups got roughly the same 
amount of calories overall. Neither 
cohort lost weight, but those who 
breakfasted were more physically 
active in the a.m. and could better 
control their blood-sugar levels.

Irrational Fears About 
Chemicals Are Common
According to a recent paper in  
Human and Experimental Toxicol-
ogy, some of us spend too much 
time worrying about human-made 
chemicals. Investigating how syn-
thetic substances affect our bodies 
is important, but making assump-
tions rather than understanding 
the facts can lead to unhealthy 
choices. For example, someone 
who is overly concerned about the 
amount of pesticide on washed 
produce might not eat enough fruit 
and veggies.

Wearable Health Devices 
Aren’t a Silver Bullet
Smart watches, bands and other such 
consumer gadgets that track health 
indicators such as heart rate and 

sleeping patterns are taking off:  
19 million of them are expected to 
sell worldwide this year. However,  
researchers at three British univer-
sities—Lancaster, West of England 
and Nottingham Trent—warn that 
not all devices on the market provide 
reliable measurements. For example, 
two recent studies found error mar-
gins of up to 25 per cent between  
devices’ estimates and the actual 
number of steps taken or calories 
burned. The authors advise proceed-
ing with some reservations until 
these products are standardized. 

TEST YOUR MEDICAL IQ

A trace mineral is one that…

A.  Is possible to measure in  
the body.

B.  Is suspected of contributing 
to heart disease.

C.  Is commonly found in  
tap water.

D.  Is needed only in tiny 
amounts to maintain health.

Answer: D. Trace minerals  
are those that the body needs 
only in minuscule quantities. 
They include chromium, copper, 
selenium, sulfur and zinc. Most 
people can get the required 
dose from their food.
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Afford 
   to Retire 

1.800.461.4663

retireelliotlake.com

In Elliot Lake, your 
nest egg goes further. 
Offering the most affordable retirement 
lifestyle in Ontario, with rents 

from as little as $500.00 per month, 
you can afford to do the things you have 
always wanted to in your retirement.

Book your Discovery Tour, 

which includes:

1 Free Night
(Second night at $30.00 + taxes)

at the Hampton Inn Elliot Lake and enjoy 

a tour of the city and our properties.

Compare and Save!
For two bedroom apartments.

Source:  CMHC Rental Market Report Fall 2015

ELLIOT LAKE $ 605

LONDON  $ 953

KITCHENER   $ 969

COLLINGWOOD    $ 982

OSHAWA      $ 1,049

OTTAWA   $ 1,159

TORONTO      $ 1,269
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THE PATIENT: Dr. Beth Donaldson, 

medical director of Copeman Health 

Care in Vancouver

THE SYMPTOMS: Persistent cough, 

night sweats

THE DOCTOR: Dr. Khaled Ramadan,  

a hematologist at Providence Health 

Care in Vancouver

 ! IN LATE 2009, six months after 
giving birth to her son Oscar, Dr. 
Beth Donaldson, then 34, suddenly 
developed a deep, forceful cough. 
When it hadn’t resolved itself after  
a few weeks, she visited her family 
doctor, who prescribed antibiotics.  
A month later, she was still coughing. 
Her GP figured she had post-viral 
bronchitis and put her on a puffer.

It didn’t help. In fact, Donaldson’s 
fits became so violent that she frac-
tured four ribs. Her doctor X-rayed 

her chest and suggested she take 
drugstore painkillers. Every cough 
was excruciating. After about a 
month, Donaldson began waking 
up in the night, itchy and drenched 
in sweat. “I was breastfeeding and 
thought it was because I was hor-
monal,” she says. She observed that 
the veins on her neck were dilated. 
“I dismissed that, too. I was so hot,  
I decided that must be the reason.” 
After several sleepless weeks, Don-
aldson’s mother finally urged her  
to see the doctor again.

A second chest X-ray, broader and 
less targeted than the first, revealed  
a large mass just under the left side 
of Donaldson’s rib cage that was 
compressing her lungs, causing the 
cough and threatening to cut off her 
airway. She was told it could be one 
of four things: lung cancer, thymoma 

Case History
BY SYDNEY LONEY

ILLUSTRATION BY TRACY WALKER
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(a rare cancer of the lymphatic  
system), Hodgkin’s lymphoma or 
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (the dis-
tinction depends on abnormal bod-
ies called Reed-Sternberg cells. If 
they’re present, it’s classified as 
Hodgkin’s). Dr. Khaled Ramadan 
was called in to oversee the biopsy. 
“Her disease was quite advanced,” 
he says. “It was urgent that we start 
treatment to shrink the mass and re-
duce the risk of airway obstruction.”

The biopsy revealed 
that Donaldson had 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
a variety that occurs 
in only about 2.7 out 
of every 100,000 peo-
ple. “Although lym-
phoma is a common 
cancer, Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma represents 
approximately 10 per 
cent of all cases,” says 
Ramadan. Many types 
of lymphoma have grave prognoses, 
but fortunately, the Hodgkin’s form 
is treatable, with cure rates of 
around 90 per cent.

Five days after her diagnosis, Don-
aldson started chemotherapy, going 
once every two weeks for six months. 
She wanted more children and wor-
ried that the treatment might affect 
her fertility, but Ramadan assured 
her that the chemotherapy she was 
receiving doesn’t usually damage the 
ova. Besides, the disease had gone 

for so long without a diagnosis that 
waiting wasn’t an option.

While the symptoms Donaldson 
experienced are common indicators 
of Hodgkin’s lymphoma, patients 
and doctors often overlook them. 
“Unfortunately, the diagnosis is 
delayed in many patients because 
the signs are so non-specific,” says 
Ramadan. “If you develop uninten-
tional weight loss, heavy night 
sweats or fevers in the absence of 

infection, it’s important 
to bring that to a doc-
tor’s attention.”

After a single round  
of chemo, the mass  
in Donaldson’s chest 
started to shrink. Once 
she’d had six treat-
ments, it was no longer 
detectable on a positron 
emission tomography 
(PET) scan, which uses 
a radioactive tracer to 

look for disease in the body. Her 
cough was finally gone, too. 

“They told me if I’d waited another 
two weeks, the cancer could have cut 
off my jugular,” she says. “Let’s just 
say I order a lot more chest X-rays for 
my own patients now than I used to.” 
After her treatment concluded and 
she got the go-ahead from her doc-
tor, Donaldson had no trouble get-
ting pregnant with her second son, 
Angus. Six years after her diagnosis, 
she’s still healthy and cancer-free. 

The disease  
had gone for  

so long without  
a diagnosis  

that waiting 
wasn’t an  

option.
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3 FINDING 

DORY

In 2003’s animated jug-
gernaut Finding Nemo, 
Marlin’s dopey ceru-
lean friend may have 
had a mind like a sieve, 
but her can-do “Just 
keep swimming!”  
attitude elevated her 
from second banana  
to scene-stealer. This 
time around, Dory—
voiced once more by 
Ellen DeGeneres, who 

has taken to the 
role like a fish 

to, ahem, 
water—
embarks 
on her 
own quest 
to connect 

with family. 
June 17.

1 
BARKSKINS 

Annie Proulx
With remarkable economy of language, 
Proulx can deftly conjure an image—the 
texture of a salt-stiffened rope, the flannel 

of a cowhand’s faded shirt—and plunge you into her universe, whether it’s 
in Newfoundland (The Shipping News) or Wyoming (the short story “Broke-
back Mountain”). At 700-plus pages, her latest work crosses continents and 
generations to tell the stories of two families born of indentured labourers 
in New France. Barkskins is trademark Proulx: it’s meticulously researched, 
at once comic, brutal and sad, and full of unconventional characters with 
unconventional attachments to the land. June 14. 

Our top picks in books, music, movies and TV

RD Recommends
BY SARAH LISS

DID YOU KNOW?  Whenever possible, Proulx visits the places she writes 
about. She doesn’t want to repeat the error John Steinbeck made with his 
novel Grapes of Wrath, which he accidentally set in a drought-free part of 
Oklahoma after working from a map.
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2 ROADIES

Cameron Crowe (Almost Famous) has 
made the jump to TV with a behind-the-scenes 
dramedy that will inspire a standing ovation in 
your living room. A one-time stringer for Rolling 
Stone, Crowe knows rock ’n’ roll, and he’s used his 
expertise to turn the spotlight on the backstage 
crew that makes sure the show will go on. June 26.

CULTURE
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3 FINDING 

DORY

In 2003’s animated jug-
gernaut Finding Nemo, 
Marlin’s dopey ceru-
lean friend may have 
had a mind like a sieve, 
but her can-do “Just 
keep swimming!”  
attitude elevated her 
from second banana  
to scene-stealer. This 
time around, Dory—
voiced once more by 
Ellen DeGeneres, who 

has taken to the 
role like a fish 

to, ahem, 
water—
embarks 
on her 
own quest 
to connect 

with family. 
June 17.

4 CASE/LANG/VEIRS

Neko Case, k.d. lang, Laura Veirs
k.d. lang is a force of nature: her voice is as  
expansive as a Prairie sky and mighty enough 
to make the Rockies quake. Though she’s 
known for her solo work, her rare collabora-
tive efforts are worthy of attention. That’s 
clear from the first notes on case/lang/veirs, 
recorded with Neko Case and Laura Veirs, 
whose styles (Americana and folk, respec-
tively) complement lang’s croon. June 17.
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5 THE NOISE OF TIME

Julian Barnes
As an artist working under the strictures of 
ruthless Soviet leaders (Stalin, then Khrush-
chev), the composer Dmitri Shostakovich had 
to figure out how to protect his livelihood with-
out risking his skin; he eventually conceded  
to Communism. Barnes mines Shostakovich’s 
psyche for his new novel, a mesmerizing look   
at the inner life of a man forced to compromise 
his morals. May 10. 
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Protecting
the night

ADVERTORIAL ADVERTORIAL

STARWATCHING              ETIQUETTE

There’s nothing quite as beautiful as a sky bursting  

with stars, but many Canadians today aren’t enjoying  

the view. It’s estimated that 80% of the world’s  

population cannot see the natural night sky because  

of the presence of light pollution. That’s a lot of people  

who aren’t able to marvel at the Milky Way. 

There are certain protocols to keep in mind when  

visiting one of these protected preserves.  

It can take up to an hour for the human 

eye to fully adjust to low light conditions, 

so be mindful of protecting your night 

vision, and the vision of others. Do not 

bring white light onto the site—only red 

lights and headlamps allowed. If you must 

use red lights, keep the light pointed 

downward. And remember to keep your 

cellphone turned off. 

Make sure to park your car in designated 

areas, away from the observing field,  

to prevent interference from vehicle 

lights. Finally, be considerate of those 

around you. Don’t set up a telescope 

too close to your neighbour, and avoid 

shouting or listening to music—star-

watchers prefer to enjoy the ink-black 

sky in peace and quiet.

With so many Dark-Sky Preserves north of the 49th parallel, 

chances are there’s a designated stargazing park near you. 

Here are two suggestions for your next adventure.

It might surprise you that the problem 

isn’t limited to cities. Artificial light in rural 

areas—and yes, even in cottage country—

can prevent us from seeing constellations, 

comets, meteors and other wonders of 

the galaxy. 

That’s why the International Dark-Sky 

Association (IDA) developed the Dark 

Sky Places Program in 2001, to support 

communities all over the world in pro-

tecting their dark sites.

It’s also why Subaru Canada has recently 

launched the Subaru Dark Sky Project. 

The Project’s mission is to get families  

and friends to enjoy the star-filled sky, 

visible at designated areas known as 

Dark-Sky Preserves. The preserves are 

kept free of artificial light and are protect-

ed from the encroaching light pollution 

of urban zones. The Royal Astronomical 

Society of Canada recognizes 17 of these 

preserves in this country, from Nova 

Scotia’s’ Kejimkujik National Park in the 

east, to B.C.’s McDonald Park Dark-Sky 

Park in the west. Other official sites 

include Torrence Barrens in Ontario’s 

Muskoka region—the first designated 

Dark-Sky Preserve in Canada—and the 

Mont-Mégantic International Dark-Sky 

Preserve in Quebec.

Gordon’s Park on Manitoulin Island is 

one of the darkest observing sites in 

Ontario. The park has camping amenities, 

kids’ playgrounds, and educational hiking 

trails. Plus, it boasts an 8-inch Dobsonian 

telescope, which is used for Thursday 

night astronomy sessions and at its two 

annual constellation parties: Stargazing 

Manitoulin in July and the Manitoulin Star 

Party in August.

Jasper National Park has been called the 

Disney World of dark-sky preserves, and 

for good reason: Located 200 miles west 

of Edmonton, the park—the second-largest 

preserve in the world—offers outdoor  

fun during the day and a spectacular 

wilderness of stars at night. Keep your 

eyes peeled for another kind of star in 

Jasper. Former International Space Station 

Commander Chris Hadfield has previously 

headlined the park’s annual festival.

REACH FOR             THE STARS
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Protecting
the night

ADVERTORIAL ADVERTORIAL

STARWATCHING              ETIQUETTE

There’s nothing quite as beautiful as a sky bursting  

with stars, but many Canadians today aren’t enjoying  

the view. It’s estimated that 80% of the world’s  

population cannot see the natural night sky because  

of the presence of light pollution. That’s a lot of people  

who aren’t able to marvel at the Milky Way. 

There are certain protocols to keep in mind when  

visiting one of these protected preserves.  

It can take up to an hour for the human 

eye to fully adjust to low light conditions, 

so be mindful of protecting your night 

vision, and the vision of others. Do not 

bring white light onto the site—only red 

lights and headlamps allowed. If you must 

use red lights, keep the light pointed 

downward. And remember to keep your 

cellphone turned off. 

Make sure to park your car in designated 

areas, away from the observing field,  

to prevent interference from vehicle 

lights. Finally, be considerate of those 

around you. Don’t set up a telescope 

too close to your neighbour, and avoid 

shouting or listening to music—star-

watchers prefer to enjoy the ink-black 

sky in peace and quiet.

With so many Dark-Sky Preserves north of the 49th parallel, 

chances are there’s a designated stargazing park near you. 

Here are two suggestions for your next adventure.

It might surprise you that the problem 

isn’t limited to cities. Artificial light in rural 

areas—and yes, even in cottage country—

can prevent us from seeing constellations, 

comets, meteors and other wonders of 

the galaxy. 

That’s why the International Dark-Sky 

Association (IDA) developed the Dark 

Sky Places Program in 2001, to support 

communities all over the world in pro-

tecting their dark sites.

It’s also why Subaru Canada has recently 

launched the Subaru Dark Sky Project. 

The Project’s mission is to get families  

and friends to enjoy the star-filled sky, 

visible at designated areas known as 

Dark-Sky Preserves. The preserves are 

kept free of artificial light and are protect-

ed from the encroaching light pollution 

of urban zones. The Royal Astronomical 

Society of Canada recognizes 17 of these 

preserves in this country, from Nova 

Scotia’s’ Kejimkujik National Park in the 

east, to B.C.’s McDonald Park Dark-Sky 

Park in the west. Other official sites 

include Torrence Barrens in Ontario’s 

Muskoka region—the first designated 

Dark-Sky Preserve in Canada—and the 

Mont-Mégantic International Dark-Sky 

Preserve in Quebec.

Gordon’s Park on Manitoulin Island is 

one of the darkest observing sites in 

Ontario. The park has camping amenities, 

kids’ playgrounds, and educational hiking 

trails. Plus, it boasts an 8-inch Dobsonian 

telescope, which is used for Thursday 

night astronomy sessions and at its two 

annual constellation parties: Stargazing 

Manitoulin in July and the Manitoulin Star 

Party in August.

Jasper National Park has been called the 

Disney World of dark-sky preserves, and 

for good reason: Located 200 miles west 

of Edmonton, the park—the second-largest 

preserve in the world—offers outdoor  

fun during the day and a spectacular 

wilderness of stars at night. Keep your 

eyes peeled for another kind of star in 

Jasper. Former International Space Station 

Commander Chris Hadfield has previously 

headlined the park’s annual festival.

REACH FOR             THE STARS
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ADVERTORIAL

ADVENTURES OFF              THE BEATEN PATHADVENTURES OFF              

Summer is the ideal time to visit a 

dark-sky preserve in Canada. The warm 

weather is ideal for camping; kids and 

adults alike will love sleeping under a sky 

draped in twinkling stars. And serious 

stargazers won’t want to miss the 

breathtaking Perseid meteor shower in 

mid-August, considered to be the best 

shooting-star show of the year.

Most dark-sky preserves are within easy 

driving distance of major cities. But 

getting in and around these remote 

areas calls for a vehicle that can handle 

tough terrain. The 2016 Subaru Outback 

is ideal. With the push of the X-Mode 

button, you’ll get more grip and stability 

on uneven roads and challenging 

inclines. And for active families who 

want to enjoy the parks during the day, 

the Outback comes with adjustable 

roof racks to securely tie down bikes, 

canoes, and kayaks. Plus, it’s loaded 

with safety features: Driver-assist tech-

nology includes pre-collision braking 

to stop the car when there’s an accident 

ahead, and lane-departure warnings 

alert you when your vehicle is too close 

to another lane. 

For centuries, the stars have been a 

source of inspiration and  wonder for the 

mysteries of the universe. So pack up 

the kids and get out on the road to enjoy 

some of Canada’s best nightscapes. 

You’ll end up totally in the dark. 

And that’s a good thing.

Subaru is the Japanese term for the cluster of stars in 

the Taurus constellation, known as the Pleiades or 

“The Seven Sisters.” Greek myth has it that one of the Sisters 

is invisible, which explains the six stars on the Subaru logo.

Learn more at SubaruDarkSky.ca

Did you know

The 2016 Subaru Outback has Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive, loads of utility, 
and advanced safety systems to get you where you’re going. SubaruDarkSky.ca.
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ADVERTORIAL

ADVENTURES OFF              THE BEATEN PATHADVENTURES OFF              

Summer is the ideal time to visit a 

dark-sky preserve in Canada. The warm 

weather is ideal for camping; kids and 

adults alike will love sleeping under a sky 

draped in twinkling stars. And serious 

stargazers won’t want to miss the 

breathtaking Perseid meteor shower in 

mid-August, considered to be the best 

shooting-star show of the year.

Most dark-sky preserves are within easy 

driving distance of major cities. But 

getting in and around these remote 

areas calls for a vehicle that can handle 

tough terrain. The 2016 Subaru Outback 

is ideal. With the push of the X-Mode 

button, you’ll get more grip and stability 

on uneven roads and challenging 

inclines. And for active families who 

want to enjoy the parks during the day, 

the Outback comes with adjustable 

roof racks to securely tie down bikes, 

canoes, and kayaks. Plus, it’s loaded 

with safety features: Driver-assist tech-

nology includes pre-collision braking 

to stop the car when there’s an accident 

ahead, and lane-departure warnings 

alert you when your vehicle is too close 

to another lane. 

For centuries, the stars have been a 

source of inspiration and  wonder for the 

mysteries of the universe. So pack up 

the kids and get out on the road to enjoy 

some of Canada’s best nightscapes. 

You’ll end up totally in the dark. 

And that’s a good thing.

Subaru is the Japanese term for the cluster of stars in 

the Taurus constellation, known as the Pleiades or 

“The Seven Sisters.” Greek myth has it that one of the Sisters 

is invisible, which explains the six stars on the Subaru logo.

Learn more at SubaruDarkSky.ca

Did you know

The 2016 Subaru Outback has Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive, loads of utility, 
and advanced safety systems to get you where you’re going. SubaruDarkSky.ca.



Finding relief from the illness can seem impossible—
especially if you can’t get it diagnosed in the first place

It took 15 months 
and a battery  
of tests for Jan 
Cmela to be 
diagnosed with 
Lyme disease. 

BY SYDNEY LONEY

PHOTOGRAPHY BY THOMAS FRICKE AND BROOKE WEDLOCK
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Finding relief from the illness can seem impossible—
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It took 15 months 
and a battery  
of tests for Jan 
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IN THE BEGINNING, Jan Cmela 
thought she had a migraine. 
She’d never had one before, 
but she couldn’t think of how 

else to explain the intense tingling 
followed by painful pressure in her 
forehead that Tylenol didn’t dull. 
The then 48-year-old worked for an 
adventure company in Winnipeg and 
was also training for a 21-kilometre, 
28-obstacle race, but the headache—
and the exhaustion that accompa-
nied it—quickly put an end to her 
fitness regimen. “I couldn’t even 
make it up three flights of stairs,” she 
says. “I kept thinking, ‘I’m an athlete, 
what on earth is going on?’”

Within two months, Cmela started 
experiencing chronic bladder pain, 
muscle aches, digestive problems 
and cognitive issues. For the next 
year, she had every test doctors 
could think of, from an MRI and an 
EKG to ultrasounds and a colonos-
copy. A neuropsychologist ruled out 
a concussion (she’d had a fall while 
snowboarding 10 days before the 
headache began); a urologist ruled 
out a bladder infection. They could 
all tell her what it wasn’t, but no one 
could tell her what it was. 

Then one day in 2014, 15 months 
after her headaches first appeared, 
a friend said, “You know what? This 
sounds a lot like Lyme disease.”  
Unable to find a Lyme-literate GP 
near home, Cmela consulted a natu-
ropath, who agreed to send her blood 

to a lab in the United States, where it 
could be tested for multiple strains of 
Lyme. The results came back positive. 

Disease on the Rise
Lyme disease is caused by Borrelia 
bacteria, which is spread by ticks (spe-
cifically the black-legged variety) that 
bite infected deer, birds or rodents, 
then transmit the bacteria to humans 
and, more commonly, pets. Cmela 
didn’t see the bug that bit her—adult 
ticks are about the size of a sesame 
seed. “In at least 50 per cent of diag-
nosed cases, people won’t notice they 
have a tick on their skin or that they’ve 
been bitten, because the site is nei-
ther itchy nor painful,” says Dr. Joanne 
Langley, medical director of the infec-
tion prevention and control program 
at the IWK Health Centre in Halifax. 

Due to rising temperatures brought 
on by climate change, ticks are mov-
ing up from the midwestern and 
northeastern U.S. earlier each spring 
and expanding their habitat across 
the country, bringing Lyme disease 
with them. In 2014, there were 522 re-
ported cases in Canada, while prelim-
inary reports identified 707 cases in 
2015. But experts posit the disease is 
underreported, and the Public Health 
Agency of Canada estimates Lyme 
will affect more than 10,000 Canadi-
ans annually by the 2020s.

That’s not all. In February, research-
ers at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, 
Minn., discovered a new tick-borne 
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bacterial species—Borrelia mayo-
nii—that causes Lyme. (Until then, 
the only one believed to be a carrier 
in North America was Borrelia burg-
dorferi.) This new information proves 
just how complicated the disease is. 

Even more troubling than the 
proliferation of infected ticks is the 
ongoing confusion that surrounds 
the disease they carry. Since Lyme 
disease is new to many parts of Can-
ada, doctors are often unaware of its 
symptoms. Treatment, which can be 
lengthy, is complicated by conflicting 
opinions about protocol.

Initial symptoms may mimic those 
of the flu: anywhere from three to 
30 days after being bitten, a sufferer 
might develop a fever, aches, chills 
and fatigue, according to the U.S. Cen-
ters for Disease Control (CDC). Some 
people also get a rash, which may 
resemble an expanding bull’s eye or 
rough red patch, at the site of the bite. 

According to the CDC, 70 to 80 per 
cent of people will have a rash, but 
other sources, including Jim Wilson 
of the nonprofit Canadian Lyme Dis-
ease Foundation, claim that number 
may be lower. (Wilson cites a small, 
localized 2013 study out of the Neth-
erlands that found that many, but not 
all, Borrelia bacteria cause the distinc-
tive bull’s-eye rash. He also points to 
the fact that, in 2010, researchers at 
Thomas Jefferson University in Phila-
delphia discovered that while more 
than 50 per cent of sufferers develop 

a red rash, the bull’s-eye pattern only 
appeared in nine per cent of those 
cases.) “The bull’s-eye rash is just one 
example of the misinformation out 
there that reduces the likelihood of 
diagnosis,” Wilson says.

Frustrated over the lack of reliable 
information about the disease—he 
received his own diagnosis only after 
three years of debilitating illness—Wil-
son founded CanLyme in 2003. He says 
little progress has been made since. 

Diagnostic Dilemma
When it comes to Lyme, there’s defin-
itely a best-case scenario: you spot 
and remove the tick, maybe feel  
feverish and develop a rash, then find 
a doctor who is familiar enough with 
the disease to diagnose and treat it. 
Unfortunately, it doesn’t always hap-
pen that way. If Lyme isn’t identified 
and dealt with early on, it can lead to a 
secondary set of symptoms, including 
arthritic joint pain, heart problems, 
central nervous system difficulties and 
neurological issues, such as meningi-
tis and facial paralysis. 

Another obstacle to diagnosis, due 
in part to immune response, is the 
testing process. The primary test mea-
sures the presence of antibodies in the 
blood, and they may only appear 10 
or more days after a bite occurs if the 
person isn’t treated or not at all if the 
person is given antibiotics on day one. 
That means false negatives will hap-
pen, says Dr. Muhammad Morshed, 
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program head of zoonotic diseases 
and emerging pathogens at the B.C. 
Centre for Disease Control Public 
Health Laboratory. In addition, cur-
rent lab tests look for specific strains 
of bacteria and are unable to detect 
all possible infections carried by ticks. 
But Wilson is an idealist: “We need a 
more direct test, one that can detect 
the bacteria itself,” he says. 

In accordance with Health Canada 
guidelines, not all doctors will do the 
tests unless they can confirm a clinical 
diagnosis based on specific symptoms, 
such as a rash. When Cmela asked her 
GP about Lyme, she discovered that 
she knew more about the disease than 
the health practitioner. “My doctor 
told me she couldn’t help me,” Cmela 
says. “She said, ‘You’re the only person 
I know who has the disease.’” Because 
finding a Lyme-literate doctor can be 
difficult, some Canadians will seek 

out naturopaths or GPs outside their 
region. Certain sufferers also choose 
to find help south of the border, where 
doctors are often more experienced 
and comfortable with the disease.

In October 2013, Tyler Andrews 
came down with what he thought 
was the flu. A few weeks later, he  
arrived at his carpentry job in Mus-
koka, Ont., only to find he couldn’t 
get out of his truck. Unable to feel his 
legs, he is now in a wheelchair, para-
lyzed from the chest down.

Andrews was tested for every-
thing from MS to HIV. “There was no  
explanation,” he says. “And there 
should be an explanation for why I 
can’t move my legs.” Andrews had 
never heard of Lyme—until a natur-
opath sent his blood to California 
and the test came back positive for 
antibodies to Borrelia bacteria. A  
Canadian doctor can prescribe a 
two- or three-week course of anti-
biotics—the standard treatment for 
the disease—at one time. After the 
course is done, he or she may decide 
to prescribe another course based on 
the patient’s symptoms. Because An-
drews’s case was extreme, he decided 
to see an expert in New York State.

If You Can’t Treat It, 
Prevent It
Early intervention with antibiotics 
does help a lot of patients, but not all 
of them. It’s estimated that 20 per cent 
of diagnosed sufferers develop post-

Tyler Andrews
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treatment Lyme disease syndrome, 
or chronic Lyme, if they aren’t treated 
early enough, appropriately, or if the 
antibiotic course isn’t finished. Many 
diseases, like Lyme, have refractory 
symptoms, says Morshed. “Even 
though the organism is gone from the 
body, symptoms can remain, and we 
don’t know why or for how long.” 

A recent study in the European Jour-
nal of Microbiology and Immunology 
found that Lyme-causing bacteria may 
be resistant to treatment because they 
form a biofilm that protects them from 
antibiotics. The study’s lead author, 
Eva Sapi, is a professor of biology and 
environmental science at the Univer-
sity of New Haven. She switched her 
area of research from ovarian cancer 
to Lyme when she was diagnosed with 
the disease in 2002 and dealt with in-
somnia, impaired motor skills and 
constant dizziness.

“I’ve learned first-hand how devas-
tating this disease is,” she says. Sapi 
hopes her findings will lead to the  
development of a different therapeut ic 
protocol. If there is one misconcep-
tion around Lyme she’d like to dis-
pel, it’s that the disease can be cured 
with standard antibiotics. “The latest  
research shows we need a different set 
of antibiotics to address each of the 
forms of the Lyme bacteria,” she says. 

IN ORDER TO GET the disease in the 
first place, you must be bitten by an 
infected tick that remains attached to 

your skin for at least 16 to 18 hours 
to push the bacteria into your blood-
stream, Morshed says. “The key is 
to not get a tick bite. No tick bite, no 
Lyme.” He recommends using an 
insect repellent containing DEET 
and wearing long sleeves and pants 
tucked into your socks when you’re 
in the woods. But if you do find a tick, 
don’t panic. “Slowly remove it with 
tweezers, because if you squeeze it 
by hand, you could push the bacte-
ria into your skin. Grab the tick at the 
head and pull straight up.” (If you can, 
put the tick in a resealable plastic bag 
and freeze it, for testing.) Then call 
your doctor, who can watch for symp-
toms or, in some cases, prescribe a 
preventative course of antibiotics.

If you’re among those already  
infected, Cmela says it’s important 
to educate yourself about the disease 
and seek a second opinion if neces-
sary. After her diagnosis, she found a 
doctor outside Manitoba who has a 
lot of experience treating Lyme. 

“It was a huge relief to have some-
thing to fight and someone to help 
me do it,” she says. Although the diz-
ziness, stomach issues and muscle 
pain disappeared, Cmela continues 
to feel pressure and pain in her fore-
head and some days is just too tired 
to go to work. Still, she’s not giving up 
hope that one day she’ll be symptom-
free. “I know people who have come 
out the other side, and I plan to do 
the same.” 

program head of zoonotic diseases 
and emerging pathogens at the B.C. 
Centre for Disease Control Public 
Health Laboratory. In addition, cur-
rent lab tests look for specific strains 
of bacteria and are unable to detect 
all possible infections carried by ticks. 
But Wilson is an idealist: “We need a 
more direct test, one that can detect 
the bacteria itself,” he says. 

In accordance with Health Canada 
guidelines, not all doctors will do the 
tests unless they can confirm a clinical 
diagnosis based on specific symptoms, 
such as a rash. When Cmela asked her 
GP about Lyme, she discovered that 
she knew more about the disease than 
the health practitioner. “My doctor 
told me she couldn’t help me,” Cmela 
says. “She said, ‘You’re the only person 
I know who has the disease.’” Because 
finding a Lyme-literate doctor can be 
difficult, some Canadians will seek 
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Despite his lengthy pedigree, Zippy Chippy was 
a wilful scamp and a failure on the track. But to 
the family that loved him, he was a winner.

Trainer Felix 
Monserrate 
(second from 
top) was devoted 
to Zippy for life.

BY WILLIAM THOMAS FROM THE LEGEND OF ZIPPY CHIPPY: 

LIFE LESSONS FROM HORSE RACING’S MOST LOVABLE LOSER

 The    DarkHorse
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ZIPPY CHIPPY WAS bred to be a 
champion. He was the great-great-
grandson of Native Dancer, nick-
named the Grey Ghost, who lost 
only once in his 22-race career. 
Zippy was a direct descendant of 
Triple Crown winner War Admi-
ral, who nosed out Seabiscuit to be 
anointed Horse of the Year in 1937; 
War Admiral was the son of Man o’ 
War, the horse who smashed world 
records and won races by as much 
as 100 lengths. 

At the end of this lineup of fore-
bears was Zippy Chippy. He was born 
on April 20, 1991, to Compliance and 
Listen Lady, in a hay-filled stall at 
Capritaur Farms in New York. A dozy, 
all-brown baby with a tiny white 
pyra mid imprinted on his forehead, 
the foal struggled to his feet, took two 
steps forward and stopped.

He wasn’t hesitating at the shock 
of his new surroundings—even back 
then, the horse was fearless. At only a 
few minutes old, Zippy Chippy came 
to a full stop in order to get a handle 
on things. Dawdling and daydream-
ing: this would be his style and his 
philosophy for life. 

ZIPPY CHIPPY’S TRAINING ramped 
up between the ages of one and two. 
He got used to a bit in his mouth 
and a saddle on his back. Before 
long, a rider would mount him, left 
foot into the stirrup and right leg 
over the top.

Eventually, with a few rehearsal 
runs under his belt, Zippy was off to 
make a name for himself as a profes-
sional racehorse—but not in a way 
any of his handlers had planned.

ON SEPTEMBER 13, 1994, the day of 
his first official race, the three-year-
old gelding was nervous. The field of 
maidens—the demure name given 
to racehorses who’ve never placed 
first—were all anxious to put their 
inaugural win up on the board at 
Belmont Park, in Elmont, N.Y. 

Zippy Chippy broke from the gate’s 
sixth pole position, only to lag the 
whole way round and finish eighth 
in the 10-horse, 6½-furlong test. 

It was a forgettable coming out 
party. For an athlete of Zippy’s 
breeding, there should have been a 
crowd of fans, or at least a good luck 
banner. Instead, a relatively modest 
gathering watched a young gelding 
with a funny name place third from 
last. Life is seldom fair, for horses 
and humans alike.

     FROM THIS MOMENT 
ON, THE HORSE’S FATE  
  WOULD BE ENTWINED 
WITH THE MOST  
  STUBBORN, OPTIMISTIC 
    TRAINER AROUND.
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BY 1996, AFTER 37  winless 
starts, Zippy’s owner unloaded 
his losing investment for $2,500, 
which was $4,000 less than he’d 
paid. The horse eventually 
fell into the hands of a groom 
named Louis. Zippy’s new mas-
ter worked at Finger Lakes Gam-
ing & Racetrack in Farmington, 
N.Y., under Felix Monserrate, a 
52-year-old trainer with a stable 
of 25 thoroughbreds, a few of 
which he owned himself. 

Compact and bronze-skinned, 
Monserrate had come to the 
U.S. mainland from Puerto Rico 
at age 20. Some might even say 
he had a lot in common with 
Zippy—they weren’t too big, 
they didn’t run in rich circles, 
and they were both headstrong 
more often than not. 

As luck would have it, Louis 
promptly decided to relocate 
from central New York to Flo-
rida. He had to get rid of Zippy, and 
he needed $5,000 to purchase a ve-
hicle for the trip. Monserrate didn’t 
have $5,000, but he did have an old 
van. A deal was struck. 

During his perfect stretch of no 
wins, Zippy had earned a reputa-
tion for being difficult to handle and 
downright impossible to motivate. 
He’d smash in his stall and boot 
around his water bucket. His favourite 
trick was to snatch items from hand-
lers’ hands and heads, then return 

Despite Zippy’s losing record, Monserrate  
was convinced his horse could beat the odds.
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Eventually, with a few rehearsal 
runs under his belt, Zippy was off to 
make a name for himself as a profes-
sional racehorse—but not in a way 
any of his handlers had planned.

ON SEPTEMBER 13, 1994, the day of 
his first official race, the three-year-
old gelding was nervous. The field of 
maidens—the demure name given 
to racehorses who’ve never placed 
first—were all anxious to put their 
inaugural win up on the board at 
Belmont Park, in Elmont, N.Y. 

Zippy Chippy broke from the gate’s 
sixth pole position, only to lag the 
whole way round and finish eighth 
in the 10-horse, 6½-furlong test. 

It was a forgettable coming out 
party. For an athlete of Zippy’s 
breeding, there should have been a 
crowd of fans, or at least a good luck 
banner. Instead, a relatively modest 
gathering watched a young gelding 
with a funny name place third from 
last. Life is seldom fair, for horses 
and humans alike.
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BY 1996, AFTER 37  winless 
starts, Zippy’s owner unloaded 
his losing investment for $2,500, 
which was $4,000 less than he’d 
paid. The horse eventually 
fell into the hands of a groom 
named Louis. Zippy’s new mas-
ter worked at Finger Lakes Gam-
ing & Racetrack in Farmington, 
N.Y., under Felix Monserrate, a 
52-year-old trainer with a stable 
of 25 thoroughbreds, a few of 
which he owned himself. 

Compact and bronze-skinned, 
Monserrate had come to the 
U.S. mainland from Puerto Rico 
at age 20. Some might even say 
he had a lot in common with 
Zippy—they weren’t too big, 
they didn’t run in rich circles, 
and they were both headstrong 
more often than not. 

As luck would have it, Louis 
promptly decided to relocate 
from central New York to Flo-
rida. He had to get rid of Zippy, and 
he needed $5,000 to purchase a ve-
hicle for the trip. Monserrate didn’t 
have $5,000, but he did have an old 
van. A deal was struck. 

During his perfect stretch of no 
wins, Zippy had earned a reputa-
tion for being difficult to handle and 
downright impossible to motivate. 
He’d smash in his stall and boot 
around his water bucket. His favourite 
trick was to snatch items from hand-
lers’ hands and heads, then return 

them partly chewed. As thorough-
breds go, Zippy had become a scoun-
drel of professional proportions. 

But from this moment on, that 
scoundrel’s fate would be forever 
entwined with Monserrate, the most 
stubborn, patient and optimistic 
trainer around. Zippy was joining a 
family of horse lovers that included 
the trainer’s partner, Emily Schoen-
eman, and their kids, Marisa and 
Jared. This clan didn’t deal in race-
horses, they doted on them. 

Despite Zippy’s losing record, Monserrate  
was convinced his horse could beat the odds.
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Today, Schoeneman still shakes 
her head at her partner’s decision 
to take on a horse that was frustrat-
ing fans everywhere. But around 
the Finger Lakes, Monserrate had 
earned a reputation for being a soft-
hearted believer in a sport full of 
skeptics. “Felix always had faith he 
could turn Zippy Chippy into a star,” 
she says. 

Of course, Schoeneman would 
come to adore Zippy Chippy as 
much as Monserrate did. But nobody 

loved that beast more than little 
Marisa, whose heart belonged 
to wayward animals. “Zippy was 
really my horse,” she says. “They 
just didn’t know that yet.”

HOPING TO MAKE Zippy Chippy 
a winner, Monserrate tried differ-
ent jockeys, shorter races, longer 
workouts, more days off. Exercise 
riders were switched, feed was 
adjusted, routines were altered. 
All to no avail: the horse’s losing 
streak remained unbroken.

By April 25, 1998, Zippy had 
racked up 76 losses in a row. 
The only upside was the grow-
ing number of fans who’d come 
to see him race. They were 
joined by legions of followers 
on simulcast programming who 
were betting on Zippy from 
tracks all across North America. 

As he posed for photograph-
ers, Monserrate sensed there 

was something curious going on. Was 
it the souvenir ticket stubs the bettors 
were after? Proof they had a sense of 
humour that saw them bet on a horse 
that couldn’t win? Nobody could say 
for sure.

ALMOST AS SOON AS she learned 
to speak, Marisa’s job description 
included standing at the entrance to 
barn No. 20, pointing to shuttered-up 
stall No. 7 and explaining to anybody 
who wandered by: “Zippy’s been bad 

Monserrate celebrates his birthday with help 
from five-year-old Marisa and a small friend.
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Today, Schoeneman still shakes 
her head at her partner’s decision 
to take on a horse that was frustrat-
ing fans everywhere. But around 
the Finger Lakes, Monserrate had 
earned a reputation for being a soft-
hearted believer in a sport full of 
skeptics. “Felix always had faith he 
could turn Zippy Chippy into a star,” 
she says. 

Of course, Schoeneman would 
come to adore Zippy Chippy as 
much as Monserrate did. But nobody 
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again. He’s locked in his room and 
can’t come out.” 

Marisa was only in Grade 2 at the 
time, but she was already a seasoned 
groom, washing horses and shovel-
ling manure before school each day. 
She was occasionally permitted to pet 
Zippy, as long as there was a fence or 
a barrier between them. 

It was early on a damp November 
morning in 1997 when Monserrate 
lost sight of his half-pint helper. He 
thought his daughter was right beside 
him. And she had been—until she 
noticed the protective screen across 
the entrance to Zippy’s stall was 
open. In a heartbeat, Marisa zipped 
in and looked up into the eyes of the 
horse whose antics intimidated even 
experienced handlers.

When Monserrate noticed Marisa 
was missing, he panicked. “I couldn’t 
find her and I’d looked everywhere,” 
he recalls. He ran to Zippy’s stall. 
There, in a flash of terror, Monserrate 
saw Marisa’s feet in the far corner. 
The hulking horse’s broad backside 
blocked her from view.

Monserrate thought he might grab 
Zippy by the tail and make himself 
the target. But if the animal wheeled 
around violently, he’d surely take 
Marisa with him. There was a rope 
on a hook on the wall. If he could get 
a noose around the beast’s neck…

Then Monserrate heard something 
unexpected—his girl was giggling! 
And when Marisa walked toward 

her father, Zippy didn’t try to block 
her path—or worse, raise his kicking 
foot to her face. Instead he pranced 
around her, nickering like a frisky 
foal. They waltzed in circles on the 
straw floor of the pen, the child 
hanging off the horse’s mane, Zippy 
nuzzling her. 

“That was it,” said Monserrate. “I 
never saw that horse the same way.”

Whereas Zippy had always been 
part of the extended family, he was 
now Marisa’s protector. Losses didn’t 
matter after the eight-year-old kid 
and the six-year-old gelding became 
utterly inseparable.

MONSERRATE COULD ALWAYS find 
goodness in a failed performance, 
and he would tell Zippy that every-
thing was okay, that they still had 
the next race. But on September 10, 
2004, the teammates hit an emo-
tional milestone. It was a gorgeous 
afternoon in Northampton, Mass., 
and Zippy Chippy was about to run 
his 100th race—after 99 straight 
losses. To Monserrate, the occasion 

  VICTORY ISN’T ALWAYS 
FLASHY OR SPLASHY,  
        SOMETIMES IT’S 
    AS SIMPLE AS A 
             VOICE THAT SAYS,  
         “I TRIED MY BEST.”
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REAL SIMPLE

One good thing about a five-year-old is they are always just 

a Krazy Straw and some chocolate milk away  

from the best day ever. 

 @SIMONCHOLLAND

EXCERPTED FROM THE LEGEND OF ZIPPY CHIPPY: LIFE LESSONS FROM HORSE RACING’S MOST LOVABLE LOSER, BY WILLIAM THOMAS. 

COPYRIGHT © 2016 WILLIAM THOMAS. PUBLISHED BY McCLELLAND & STEWART, A DIVISION OF PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE CANADA 

LIMITED. REPRODUCED BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THE PUBLISHER. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

was bittersweet : “I figured Zippy 
could win his 100th race,” he said, 
“and then probably retire.”

At 1:45 p.m., everyone gathered to 
watch the beast prance out onto the 
dirt oval. Fans lined up three deep 
at the fence, parents holding chil-
dren on their shoulders. There was a 
smattering of applause for each horse 
that emerged from the paddock. But 
when Zippy appeared, the crowd was 
ecstatic. The irony of it all—the horse 
with the worst record in the race was 
getting all the attention of a Kentucky 
Derby winner.

When the bell sounded to open 
the starting gate, the thoroughbreds 
rushed to the rail. Zippy started out 
near the rear of the pack, in a poky 
seventh place. But miraculously, 
the laggard rallied: nearly a quarter 
of the way through, spurred by his 
determined jockey, he surged into 
fourth, closing in on the third horse. 
And then he faded—gradually at first, 
then badly. Seven steeds in front of 
him rushed past the grandstand as 

one. As the winner surged to the wire, 
it wasn’t hard to spot Zippy Chippy—
alone and last.

THERE’S ALWAYS NEXT YEAR—you 
hear that a lot in sports. But not for 
Zippy Chippy, not after his landmark 
100th loss, at least not on a racetrack. 
There wouldn’t be a next time, one 
more race or even another season. 

Still, Zippy Chippy carried him-
self like a champ. He did a little spin, 
preening for the cameras and prom-
enading in front of the people who’d 
stuck by him all these years.

Standing in his stall, lost in his 
thoughts, Zippy seemed to let it all 
sink in—100 saddlings, 100 bugle 
calls, 100 bells, 100 trips around a cir-
cular track. Sometimes victory isn’t 
flashy or splashy. Sometimes victory 
is as simple as a quiet voice that says, 
“I really tried my best.” Hail the horse 
that used his less-than-illustrious 
career to fight against overachieving, 
winning at all costs and, of course, 
unnecessary perspiration. 
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Send us your original jokes! You could 
earn $50 and be featured in the magazine. 
See page 8 or rd.ca/joke for details.

THIS AND THAT

What’s the difference between a 
hippo and a Zippo?

One is really heavy, and the other 
is a little lighter. 

C o m e d i a n  MASAI GRAHAM

ALL IN THE FAMILY

An invisible man married an invisible 
woman. The kids were nothing to 
look at either. collegeconfidential.com

ORIGIN STORY 

What should we call this giant  
advertising board?
PHIL: A philboard.
BILL: I have a better idea.

 @INTERNETHIPPO

LONG DAY?

[Shoe store employee on phone  
with wife]: 

“Yeah, honey, I should be home 
just in time for dinner.”

[centipede walks in]
“You’ve got to be kidding me.”

 @MATT___NELSON

THE BEST JOKE  
I EVER TOLD  

BY JACKIE PIRICO

I saw a sign on a lawn 
that said, “Please 
Don’t Walk On Our 
Grass.” Then I saw 
an old man’s face 
in the window,  

and his face also 
said that.

    Jackie 
Pirico is  
a Toronto  
comedian 
who per-
forms on 

stages across North 
America. Find her 
on  @jackiepirico.

A CANDIDATE TOLD his wife  
some glorious news: “Darling,  
I’ve been elected!”

“Honestly?” she replied. 
“Hey!” he said. “Why bring  

that up?” collegeconfidential.com 
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After the aircraft went up in flames, Autumn 
Veatch was the only passenger to survive. 
But she still faced an unknown wilderness.

BY ANITA BARTHOLOMEW

CRASH
IN THE

CASCADES
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Batting at the blaze, which singed 
her face, her eyelashes, her eyebrows 
and her hair, she struggled to get to 
a dazed Leland. As she reached out, 
Autumn’s hand sizzled in the fire. The 
pain barely registered. She pulled at 
Leland’s bulk, but he was losing con-
sciousness. Beside him, Sharon went 
limp. Autumn had never seen anyone 
die, but she was certain she’d just 
witnessed her step-grandmother’s 
last moments. The teen refused to let 
panic overtake her. Have to get Leland. 
Come on. And then the life drained 
from him, too. She was alone.

Feeding on the plane’s fuel, the 
fire greedily consumed the mangled 

Sharon and Leland Bowman (above) 
died in the crash; before cell reception 
cut out, Autumn texted this photo (left) 
to her boyfriend, Newton Goss.
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HO N JULY 11, 2015, far 

above the Pacific 
N o r t h w e s t  w i l -
derness, Autumn 
Veatch, 16, gazed 
through the win-

dow of the six-seater plane. She’d 
been visiting her mom and stepdad, 
who lived in Kalispell, Mont., and had 
expected them to drive her back home 
to Bellingham, Wash. But her step-
grandparents, Leland and Sharon 
Bowman, offered to fly there instead—
an option that would shave seven to 
eight hours off her travel time.

Autumn couldn’t say exactly what 
she’d expected, but the cramped 
white-and-red Beechcraft Bonanza 35 
propeller plane wasn’t it. “I’m totally 
going to die,” she’d texted her boy-
friend, Newton Goss, upon boarding 
around 1 p.m. The first portion of the 
journey had done little to increase her 
confidence, as the aircraft shimmied 
and bumped through the turbulence, 
piloted by 60-something Leland.

They were now just east of Autumn’s 
home in Bellingham, over the Cascade 
Range, which stretches 1,100 kilome-
tres from southern British Columbia 
through Washington, Oregon and 
Northern California. Dominated by 
extinct volcanoes and blanketed by a 
dense temperate rainforest, the high-
est peaks of the Cascades could be 
frigid and forbidding.

Clouds obscured the mountains, 
the sky—everything. Using the GPS, 

Sharon navigated the thick grey soup 
for her husband. Autumn briefly 
glimpsed a tree-covered mountain-
side from her window. They were 
going to slam into it! But no—Leland 
smoothly banked to the right. Clouds 
enveloped the plane once more. 

Autumn grabbed her phone again, 
but there was no cell signal. She’d 
soon be safely on the ground and 
Newton would be waiting. He and his 
mom would pick her up at the airport 
when they landed, just after 4 p.m. 

All of a sudden, Sharon cried out: 
“The GPS isn’t working!” They were 
flying blind.

Autumn’s gut churned as Leland 
steered the aircraft upward. At last, 
in front of them, the clouds broke. 
Both Bowmans screamed. Where, 
seconds before, all had been grey and 
white, now hundreds of evergreens 
filled the cockpit window. They were 
going to crash into the mountain.

Frantic, Leland worked the con-
trols. It was too late: the Bonanza col-
lided with the slope—and kept going. 
Deb ris pummelled the plane, ripping 
away one of its wings. The cabin split 
from the tail section. Then, finally, the 
aircraft came to rest.

The speed at which the fire erupted 
didn’t seem possible. Squirming out 
of her seat belt, Autumn found her-
self standing outside the aircraft with 
no idea how she got there. Leland 
and Sharon were still trapped. She 
had to help them. 
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Batting at the blaze, which singed 
her face, her eyelashes, her eyebrows 
and her hair, she struggled to get to 
a dazed Leland. As she reached out, 
Autumn’s hand sizzled in the fire. The 
pain barely registered. She pulled at 
Leland’s bulk, but he was losing con-
sciousness. Beside him, Sharon went 
limp. Autumn had never seen anyone 
die, but she was certain she’d just 
witnessed her step-grandmother’s 
last moments. The teen refused to let 
panic overtake her. Have to get Leland. 
Come on. And then the life drained 
from him, too. She was alone.

Feeding on the plane’s fuel, the 
fire greedily consumed the mangled 

fuselage. A pungent odour rose that 
Autumn recognized as burning flesh. 
Horrified, she backed away.

BACK IN BELLINGHAM, Autumn’s 
dad, David Veatch, knew only that his 
daughter was due to return sometime 
that day, not that she was flying home 
in the Bowmans’ small plane. He tried 
not to dwell on their estrangement. 

Autumn had long suffered from 
severe anxiety and depression. More 
than once, she’d contemplated sui-
cide. Her father, with whom she’d 
lived more than half of her life, didn’t 
seem to understand the depth of his 
daughter’s distress and was perplexed 
by her efforts to connect with support 
groups online. Eventually, in April 
2015, she’d moved in with a friend’s 
family on the other side of town. 

THE TERRAIN THEY’D crashed on, 
nearly two kilometres up the moun-
tain, offered no path through the thick, 

Sharon and Leland Bowman (above) 
died in the crash; before cell reception 
cut out, Autumn texted this photo (left) 
to her boyfriend, Newton Goss.
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dark woods. As Autumn scrambled 
diagonally downward, half-walking, 
half-sliding, she was overwhelmed by 
grief. Is it my fault they died?

The rocky slope was slick with rain-
water. Within minutes she was soaked. 
Alone in the wilderness, wearing only 
a cardigan, a T-shirt, leggings, socks 
and sneakers, she wasn’t convinced 
she had the fortitude to make it off the 
mountain alive.

She thought of her father, her 
mother, Newton. The strain in her 
relationship with her dad seemed 
trivial. I’d give anything to be home 
with him right now.

She barely noticed where her feet 
were landing until she toppled over 
a precipice, falling three metres and 
landing hard on a level patch of 
ground. Her neck should’ve snapped 
in the plunge but, miraculously, 
nothing seemed broken. 

The fall jolted more than Autumn’s 
body. She was only 16. She hadn’t yet 
lived. If there was a way out of this, 
she was going to find it. In the dis-
tance, she heard a faint rushing—a 
highway? Hopeful now, she followed 
the sound.

As the noise grew louder, she dis-
covered it was just a stream, about 
half a metre wide, gushing down the 
slope. Autumn had often watched sur-
vival shows on TV with her father—
anything that pitted humans against 
a harsh environment made for great 
entertainment. She remembered their 

lessons. Find water. Keep going down-
hill. Eventually you’ll find civilization.

She trod carefully along the bank, 
through brush and rocks, until her 
path was obstructed by overgrowth. 
By now, the water was too wide for 
her to leap over. Stepping on smooth 
stones, she crossed to the opposite 
bank. Blocked once more, she bal-
anced on a fallen trunk and returned 
to the other side. 

Eventually the stream had grown 
deeper, wider and harder to negoti-
ate. Soon it was a river. She picked 
her way down the mountain, follow-
ing the river’s course.

THE ADRENALIN THAT had driven 
Autumn since the crash began to 
ebb, allowing her to finally feel the 
pain of the burn on her right hand. 
By about 9 p.m., the light that had 
seeped through the tree canopy dis-
sipated, along with the warmth it 
generated. In her wet clothes, with 
the temperature dropping, she faced 
a high risk of hypothermia. 

            IF SURVIVORS 
   WEREN’T LOCATED 
           WITHIN THE FIRST  
     24 HOURS,THEY COULD 
SUCCUMB TO INJURY  
             OR HYPOTHERMIA.
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She climbed up to inspect a small 
overhang on the right bank. It was 
very flat, had a wedge she could lean 
up against and was covered with 
pine needles. This would be her 
bed. Autumn wrung out her sopping 
wet clothes and hung most of them 
on branches, hoping they’d dry by 
morning. She wrapped her shirt and 
cardigan around herself, pulled her 
knees up to her chest and settled in.

Tormented by memories of Leland 
and Sharon’s last moments, she wor-
ried about how the rest of the family 
would feel. As the only one who got 
out alive, how could she face them all?

But then, there was a good chance 
she wouldn’t make it out, either. 
Something massive—a bear? A 
mountain lion?—rustled through 
the landscape nearby. She had never 
been so cold. 

SUNDAY, JULY 12
THE PHONE IN DAVID’S Bellingham 
apartment rang at 7:16 a.m. He let 
the call go to voice mail, then lis-
tened to the message with a mount-
ing sense of shock: it was Autumn’s 
mother, Misty, letting him know that 
the plane had gone missing. The 
previous day, Newton and his mom, 
Raandi Simpson-Goss, had waited for 
two hours to meet Autumn at Lynden 
Airport, 25 kilometres north of Bell-
ingham, before giving up and going 
home—they assumed she’d been di-
verted by forest fires. By this point, 

they, too, had heard the aircraft was 
nowhere to be found. 

Despite the ominous news, David 
refused to consider the possibil-
ity that his daughter was dead. He 
agreed to an interview with the lo-
cal television news station, hoping 
that broader media coverage would 
mobil ize a wider search. Then all he 
could do was wait.

ON SATURDAY, WHEN the Bonanza 
hadn’t landed as expected, the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration had set 
a search operation in motion through 
the Air Force Rescue Coordination 
Center. Soon the all-volunteer Civil 
Air Patrol was called in. By Sunday 
morning, Steven Bass, an Alaska Air-
lines pilot, and two crew members 
flew a Cessna 182 Skylane through 
the northern Cascades. 

They used the texts Autumn had 
sent throughout the flight as a guide. 
Thanks to a series of cell towers, 
each message acted like a pointer on 
a map, showing a place and a time. 
Efforts were concentrated around 
the last known cell tower position, 
based on a text sent the previous day 
at 3:49 p.m.

If anyone had survived the crash—
and Bass knew that was unlikely—
time would be their enemy. More 
than 15 hours had already passed. If 
survivors weren’t located within the 
first 24 hours, they could succumb 
to hypothermia, injury or any of the 
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by, willing someone, anyone, to pull 
over. More cars sped past. As she 
frantically gestured, a passenger 
waved back. No one stopped.

TO MATT GERMANN, then a Washing-
ton state park worker, and his friend 
Chase Euerle, it looked like a great 
day for a hike. Matt, 34, knew of some 
unspoiled spots in the Cascades. In 
the early afternoon, they arrived at 
the parking lot adjacent to the Easy 
Pass trailhead.

As they began unpacking their gear, 
out of the corner of his eye, Matt spied 
movement—a teenage girl was mak-
ing her way toward them. That’s odd, 
he thought. What’s she doing in the 
middle of nowhere, alone?

The closer she got, the clearer it 
became that something was wrong.

Dazed and shaken, she pleaded as 
she reached them, “I need help. I’m 
the only survivor of a plane crash.” 

“You’re okay now,” said Matt. 
“We’re going to get you off the moun-
tain.” The men bundled her into their 
car and headed for the closest phone, 
in a store about 30 minutes away. 

DAVID, WHO HADN’T slept in nearly 
30 hours, had just settled in for a quick 
nap when the phone rang. It was the 
Civil Air Patrol. Someone matching 
Autumn’s description, who claimed to 
have made it out of a crash, had just 
walked from the Cascades into a store 
in the remote town of Mazama.

After the crash, Autumn moved back 
home with her father, David Veatch.
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myriad perils that existed high up in 
the mountains. 

AUTUMN ROSE SHORTLY after 5 a.m. 
The river, she believed, was her best 
hope, her guide—but also her cru-
ellest foe. By mid-morning, she’d 
crossed back and forth dozens of 
times. It had tested her through her 
journey. Now it challenged her with 
a small waterfall.

On either side were near-vertical 
walls of rock. There was no other 
route. The choice was simple: climb 
down or die here. Carefully grabbing 
hold of any crevice she could find, 
her burnt right hand screaming in 
protest, Autumn descended. She 
couldn’t hang on long enough. The 
frigid, roiling water snagged her, 
pulled her under, threw her down-
stream. Sputtering, she climbed 
back onto the bank. I did it! I made 
it down! 

But another obstacle immedi-
ately demanded her attention: if her 
anxiety disorder bloomed into a full 
panic attack, she’d be paralyzed. She 
couldn’t allow herself to be defeated 
by her own mind. Keep moving.

As she trudged along, the afternoon 
sun broke through the thick branches 
overhead. Autumn was both calmed 
and invigorated by its brightness and 
warmth. Birds filled the air with trills. 
When evening fell, she lay down on 
a sandbar, exhausted. Maybe tonight 
will be better.

BY LATE AFTERNOON, a couple in 
Mazama, Wash., both pilots, called 
the Civil Air Patrol headquarters to 
say that they had been sitting on their 
back porch on Saturday afternoon 
when they spied a small plane mak-
ing its way through an area called 
Rainy Pass. 

It was a good lead. With this new 
information, searchers were able to 
refocus their efforts. 

MONDAY, JULY 13
AUTUMN ROSE AT DAWN with insect 
bites covering her back and side. 
The sandbar had been infested with 
sandflies, but the teen hadn’t dared 
leave her resting place in the dark. 
The bites stung. Her burns throbbed. 
Every muscle ached. Though she’d 
sipped stream water, she hadn’t 
eaten since the crash. The chill cut 
through her damp clothes. Autumn 
followed the river, wading when that 
was her only option.

By mid-morning, with her last 
reserves of energy nearly depleted, 
she almost didn’t recognize the 
wooden structure ahead as some-
thing man-made until it was under-
foot. It was a bridge—rustic, made of 
logs. She wanted to sob with relief. 

Autumn continued along the trail 
that led from the end of the bridge 
to a parking lot at the edge of a high-
way, maybe the same one they had 
followed in the plane. She waved 
her arms as cars and trucks whizzed 
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by, willing someone, anyone, to pull 
over. More cars sped past. As she 
frantically gestured, a passenger 
waved back. No one stopped.

TO MATT GERMANN, then a Washing-
ton state park worker, and his friend 
Chase Euerle, it looked like a great 
day for a hike. Matt, 34, knew of some 
unspoiled spots in the Cascades. In 
the early afternoon, they arrived at 
the parking lot adjacent to the Easy 
Pass trailhead.

As they began unpacking their gear, 
out of the corner of his eye, Matt spied 
movement—a teenage girl was mak-
ing her way toward them. That’s odd, 
he thought. What’s she doing in the 
middle of nowhere, alone?

The closer she got, the clearer it 
became that something was wrong.

Dazed and shaken, she pleaded as 
she reached them, “I need help. I’m 
the only survivor of a plane crash.” 

“You’re okay now,” said Matt. 
“We’re going to get you off the moun-
tain.” The men bundled her into their 
car and headed for the closest phone, 
in a store about 30 minutes away. 

DAVID, WHO HADN’T slept in nearly 
30 hours, had just settled in for a quick 
nap when the phone rang. It was the 
Civil Air Patrol. Someone matching 
Autumn’s description, who claimed to 
have made it out of a crash, had just 
walked from the Cascades into a store 
in the remote town of Mazama.

BARELY ABLE TO STAND, Autumn 
only partly took in all the activity 
around her. Paramedics lifted the 
teen onto a gurney and into a wait-
ing ambulance. Autumn borrowed a 
phone to call her dad—and the ten-
sion drained away as she heard him 
tell her he loved her. He was coming 
to take her home.

Word of Autumn’s rescue reached 
Newton through a news report. His 
happiness was undercut by disbelief. 
All of that dissipated when his girl-
friend called 20 minutes later. Then 
he was simply ecstatic.

AT THREE RIVERS Hospital in Brew-
ster, Wash., Autumn was treated for 
muscle wasting, dehydration, third-
degree burns, hypothermia, bruises 
and insect bites. She was discharged 
the following day.

Now 17, Autumn has moved back 
home, into her old room. During her 
ordeal, she found strength and deter-
mination in herself she’d never 
known were there. 

After the crash, Autumn moved back 
home with her father, David Veatch.
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DAD HAD A TWINKLE in his eye.
“Wait until you see this trick,” he 

told me. “This secret. You’re guar-
anteed to make money. I’ll show you 
when we sit down at a table.”

A blackjack table, he meant. Dad 
loves playing blackjack, especially 
with my three siblings and me, and 
we’ll circle a casino floor for an hour 
just to find a dealer with enough 
empty seats for three, four or all five 
of us, so we can have our own little 
cabal. My father inducted us into 
the game decades ago in Las Vegas, 
and we’ve continued to play over the 

years because it’s another excuse, 
and another way, for us to spend time 
together: our ritual, our refuge.

Before last weekend, we hadn’t 
played in a long while. But for his 
80th birthday, Dad chose the agenda 
for a weekend out of town. He picked 
blackjack. And he picked Atlantic 
City because New Jersey was closer 
than Nevada and good enough.

IT’S FUNNY JUST HOW modest my  
father’s desires can be, given what a 
grand life he’s lived. He’s the Ameri-
can dream incarnate, all pluck and 

My blackjack-loving father shows his  
hand—and heart—in Atlantic City
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luck and ferociously hard work and 
sweetly savoured payoff. He grew 
up outside New York City, the oldest 
child of relatively poor immigrants 
from southern Italy. English was my 
father’s second language. He man
aged to be elected president of his 
high school over the blond quarter
back from the right side of the tracks, 
then won a full scholarship to college. 
But first he had to convince his par
ents that four years at a place called 
Dartmouth, in New Hampshire, could 
be as beneficial as an apprenticeship 
in a trade.

He married his gradeschool sweet
heart and stayed married to her 
through business school, a sequence 
of better jobs and a succession of big
ger homes until she died at 61, just 
months shy of his retirement and 
what were supposed to be their golden 
years. He eventually learned how to 
work the dishwasher but never figured 
out how to go more than a few minutes 
without pining for her. 

It’s the phase of his life since my 
mother’s death that I find most com
pelling, because it’s a tribute to what 
people are capable of on the inside, 

My blackjack-loving father shows his  
hand—and heart—in Atlantic City
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not the outside. They can open up, 
soften up and step up. When Mom 
was around, my father’s assigned role 
was as the stern disciplinarian—he 
played the warden so she could be 
our friend—and he was never forced 
to notice our hurts or attend to them, 
to provide succour and counsel in 
matters of the heart.

Then he had to, because he was 
the only parent left. He 
held my sister’s hand 
through her divorce. 
He made sure to tell me 
and my partner that our 
place in the family was 
the same as any straight 
couple’s. And his nine 
grandchildren, only two 
of whom my mother 
lived to meet, came to 
know him as their most 
fervent and forgiving 
cheerleader, ever vigi-
lant, ever indulgent. Their birthdays 
are the sturdiest part of his memory. 
He never fails to send a gift.

A generous man from the start, 
he has somehow grown even more 
generous still, not just with items of 
measurable value but with those of 
immeasurable worth, like his time. 
His gestures. His emotions. He has 
figured out what makes him happiest, 
and that is doing the little bit he can 
to nudge the people he loves toward 

their own contentment. It’s letting us 
know how much he wants us to get 
there. It’s being obvious about all of 
that and, in the process, bringing a 
smile to our lips, a twinkle to our eyes.

HERE’S WHAT HAPPENED on this 
milestone birthday when we finally 
found the right blackjack table, fanned 
out around him, and it was time for 

his trick: he asked each 
of us—his kids, our life 
mates—to stretch out 
a hand. And into every 
palm he pressed two 
$100 bills, so our initial 
bets would be on him, 
and we would start 
out ahead of the game. 
“See?” he said. “You’re 
already a winner.”

That was it—Dad’s 
secret for blackjack, 
which is actually his se-

cret for life. It has nothing, obvious ly, 
to do with the money, which we’re 
blessed enough not to need too 
keenly, and he’s blessed enough not 
to miss too badly. It has to do with 
his eagerness, in this late stage of his 
life, to make sure that we understand 
our primacy in his thoughts and his 
jubilation in our presence. It has to 
do with his expansiveness.

I pray I learn from his secret. I 
hope to steal it. 

A GENEROUS 
MAN FROM  
THE START,  
MY FATHER  

HAS GROWN 
EVEN MORE 
GENEROUS 

STILL.  

THE NEW YORK TIMES (APRIL 15, 2015). COPYRIGHT © 2015 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES CO., NYTIMES.COM
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The suit Galbraith wore was dark, 
and one of the many outlandish 
questions he put to witnesses dur-
ing the month-long trial was this: 
“Do you believe that this suit is the 
only suit I own and that I bought it 
in 1997?” He worked into the same 
rambling cross-examination the fact 
that he was now “homeless,” staying 
in a friend’s tiny cabin in the bush—
a detail that, like his only suit, he felt 
undermined the idea that he could 
have stolen money from hundreds 
of people.

GALBRAITH’S REIGN AS THE Pigeon 
King lasted seven years, from 2001 to 
2008. The prosecution compared his 
company, Pigeon King International, 
to a Ponzi scheme—much like Ber-
nard Madoff’s operation, except that 
where Madoff ’s scheme centred on 
stocks and securities, Galbraith’s 
used live birds. 

Pigeon King International sold 
breeding pairs of pigeons to farmers 
with a guarantee to buy back their 
offspring at fixed prices. Initially, 
Galbraith told farmers the birds were 

high-end racing pigeons and that he 
planned to sell the juveniles to the 
lucrative markets that support the 
sport overseas. 

Later, he changed his story: the 
birds were part of his trail-blazing 
plan to elevate pigeon meat, known 
as squab, from a fringe delicacy in 
North America into the next ubiqui-
tous chicken. But in the end, “they 
were neither,” the prosecutor said; 
Galbraith never sold a single pigeon 
for sport or meat. He seemed to 
have merely taken the young birds 
he bought from Pigeon King farm-
ers and resold them to other Pigeon 
King farmers. This meant continually 
recruiting new investors so he would 
have the cash to buy the pigeons his 
existing investors produced.

During the last three years of  
operation alone, Galbraith had taken 
nearly $42 million from farmers and 
walked away from obligations to buy 
back $356 million worth of their baby 
birds, ruining many of those invest-
ors. A forensic accountant deter-
mined that signing up enough new 
breeders to pay off those contracts 

T
HE PIGEON KING DELIVERED HIS CLOSING STATEMENT 

to the jury dressed in his only suit. It was December 

2013, and Arlan Galbraith—who was representing 

himself—was being tried in Ontario Superior Court in 

Kitchener for engineering what a prosecutor described 

as “one of the biggest frauds in Canadian history.” He was 66 and 

heavy-set, with greying hair and narrow eyes. 
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would have dug him into an even 
deeper $3-billion hole.

Pigeon King didn’t look like a 
reasonable business, but it didn’t 
make much sense as a scam, either. 
Galbraith never broke a contract or 
missed a payment. In one three-year 
period, he paid out $30 million to 
farmers and other creditors. “I was 
doing the opposite to what a criminal 
would do,” Galbraith argued at the 
trial. Even a few of his victims weren’t 
sure whether he meant to con them.

The story Galbraith was telling 
was simple: he started a business 
and failed. The prosecution’s story 
was even simpler: Galbraith was a 
liar. “Use your everyday common 
sense,” the prosecutor told the jury. 
But to understand who the Pigeon 
King was—skilled con man, hapless 
businessman, hapless con man or all 
three—it may help to put common 
sense aside.

PIGEON RACERS TYPICALLY com-
pete by transporting their flocks long 
distances, then timing the birds’ 
flights home. It’s a centuries-old 
sport, but over the past 20 years, it 
has become much more profes-
sionalized. In January 2015, the 19th  
annual South African Million Dollar 
Pigeon Race paid its first-place fini-
sher US$150,000. As the stakes have 
risen, the atmosphere around races 
has intensified, and birds from top- 
performing breeders are auctioned 

off to racers wanting to inject their 
own flocks with quality genes. In 
2013, a Chinese businessman paid 
310,000 euros (more than $400,000) for 
a gifted Belgian pigeon named Bolt,  
after Olympic sprinter Usain Bolt.

Galbraith, who declined to be  
interviewed for this article, told a 
court official that he started raising 
pigeons when he was six, during a 
much simpler era for the sport. He 
was apparently introduced to the 
hobby in the 1950s by neighbours in 
Stouffville, Ont. By 2001, when Gal-
braith started running ads in farm-
ing magazines to recruit investors for  
Pigeon King International, he’d been 
breeding pigeons for about 50 years. 
He claimed to have developed his 
own genetic line and showed many 
farmers a photograph of Mike Tyson,  
the world’s most famous pigeon 
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racer, to whom he claimed to have 
sold birds. Galbraith always insisted 
he had a clear business plan but  
offered few specifics. Many farmers 
respected that reticence. If Galbraith 
had found a niche market, he was 
smart to keep it to himself.

Investors describe Galbraith as 
talkative but low pressure. In late 
2004, he visited the hog farm of 
Christine Bults and her husband, 
Ron, not far from the Pigeon King 
office in Waterloo, Ont. The couple 
had five kids and were looking for 
extra income. Bults told me that 
Galbraith arrived in pinstriped over
alls, like an “everyday hick farmer,” 
which put her at ease. She invited 
him in for coffee, and they talked for 
a long time.

Several months later, the family bor
rowed money against their farm and 
bought 360 pairs of pigeons at $165 
a pair. There were only a few dozen 
Pigeon King breeders at the time, but 
Bults had learned what she could and 
didn’t feel especially suspicious. 

There’s a temptation to dismiss 
farmers who were taken in by Gal
braith as blinded by greed. But typ
ically, their ambitions were modest. 
Families dreamed of giving each 
child his or her own bedroom or 
saving both spouses from having to 
take second jobs away from the farm. 
Some didn’t see dollar signs so much 
as they saw more time together. And 
many, like the Bultses, did their due 
diligence only to find that watchdogs 
and regulators were unconcerned 
about Pigeon King.

As Galbraith hired salespeople and 
pushed across Ontario and into Penn
sylvania and the American Midwest, 
he started a monthly newsletter, The 
Pigeon Post. Among the bird nutrition 
tips and mazes for kids were testimon
ials from investors. One story chroni
cled the misfortunes of a family with 
eight children—one with a brain  
tumour, another in a wheelchair—
who lived in a fallingdown old house. 
It ended with: “And then came the  
pigeons. WHAT A BLESSING.” 

AS THE BUSINESS GREW, Pigeon 
King became more precarious, even 
as it appeared more credible. By late 
2007, hundreds of breeders were 
making thousands of dollars a year 
selling pigeons back to Galbraith. 
Yet there were vocal skeptics, and 
in early December, Ontariobased 
Better Farming magazine published 
a 16page “special investigation” 

   GALBRAITH’S ACTIONS 
SUGGEST HE EITHER  
        DIDN’T KNOW HE 
WAS RUNNING A PONZI 
      SCHEME OR HE  
   WAS JUST BAD AT IT.
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of Pigeon King International. The 
publication’s editor, Robert Irwin, 
told me that provincial and federal  
authorities stonewalled his team. 
“The police had no interest in what 
was going on,” he said. Even so, Better 
Farming assembled a heroic piece of 
public-interest journalism that pulled 
together agricultural data and quotes 
from pigeon fanciers to undermine 
Galbraith’s claim that there could be 
a market for so many birds.

Until then, Galbraith had dealt with 
his critics calmly. But now he railed in 
The Pigeon Post against the “destruc-
tive purveyors of fear” out to destroy 
innocent farmers. He also announced 
his intention to build a processing 
plant so he could start delivering 
squab to the masses. In the past, Gal-
braith insisted his birds were racing 
pigeons, but now he described them 
as part of a long-term breeding pro-
gram to create a superior meat bird.

Meanwhile, the so-called holding 
barns—facilities Pigeon King rented 
to house pigeons it purchased from 
farmers before shipping them to new 
investors—were filling up. Desperate 
to lure in new business, Galbraith of-
fered referral fees and progressively 
more lucrative contracts.

In a typical Ponzi scheme, the scam-
mer moves money between investors 
to pay what he claims are dividends 
on an investment that doesn’t actually  
exist. But Galbraith didn’t have a fake 
investment as a front. He had birds—

lots of birds, and those birds created 
more birds, which he, in turn, was  
obligated to buy, then house, feed and 
medicate at considerable cost until he 
could sell them to someone else.

There were 14 holding barns in 
Ontario alone. The largest ones held 
upward of 40,000 pigeons. The fact 
that Galbraith maintained all those 
flocks instead of killing or releasing 
some of them—that he kept behav-
ing as if the pigeons weren’t dispos-
able props but products with genuine 
value—suggests he either didn’t be-
lieve he was running a Ponzi scheme 
or he was just bad at it.

IN JUNE 2008, GALBRAITH mailed 
a letter to all of his breeders and barn 
operators. He said he was heartbro-
ken to report that Pigeon King Inter-
national had been destroyed by fear.
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Months before the Better Farm-
ing story broke, Christine Bults had 
become convinced that Pigeon King 
International was unsustainable, if 
not an outright scam. She no longer 
felt comfortable offering tours of her 
barn to prospective investors, but she 
didn’t want to make too much noise. 
As she would confess regretfully at 
the trial, she wanted to sell enough 
pigeons to Galbraith to pay down her 
loan and get out. When Pigeon King 
crashed, the Bultses still owed the 
bank about $86,000. 

During the ensuing months, as 
Pigeon King breeders looked for  
another market, it gradually dawned 
on them that their birds were worth-
less—too small  for squab, not  
refined enough to be taken seriously 
by any racer. In his letter, Galbraith 
had told investors to do what they 
pleased with the pigeons, even open 
their barn doors and set them free. In  
Ontario, farmers had been left hold-
ing an estimated 400,000 pigeons, 
and there was concern the birds 
could swarm into downtown Toronto 
like a plague.

The province’s agriculture ministry 
gave out advice about euthanasia and 
resources for proper disposal. Then, in 
July, the Ontario Farm Animal Council 
began clearing out some of the largest 
barns. Crews gassed 175,000 pigeons 
in five weeks. An internal assessment 
noted that, in retrospect, it would have 
been wise to have grief counsellors 

on hand; many breeders had grown  
attached to their birds.

THE CROWN ATTORNEY IN  the 
Pigeon King International case was 
named Lynn Robinson. Because 
there was no money for the victims to 
recover, her job was to send Galbraith 
to jail. He was charged with multiple 
counts of fraud in December 2010. 
Then came three years of delays, 
with Galbraith periodically slowing 
the procedural machinery by firing 
his lawyer or filing odd motions.

Once the trial began, in Novem-
ber 2013, the case against Galbraith 
coalesced quickly. Robinson and her 
co-counsel had to prove only that he 
took investors’ money through “de-
ceit, falsehood or other fraudulent 
means.” The more intriguing, if legally 
irrelevant, question—what Galbraith 
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actually thought he’d been doing—
never became any less mystifying. 

Maybe Pigeon King had been a 
scam from the start, or maybe it had 
devolved into one as sales to farmers 
swelled and Galbraith lost control. 
It was tempting to reread his Pigeon 
Post columns for some veiled con-
fession. In January 2007, he wrote: 
“United people are builders of the 
positive. Negative people divide and 
knock down a good thing.” Really, 
he was describing the psychologic al 
architecture of a Ponzi scheme, a 
community precariously fused by 
optimism and trust. 

Robinson expected Galbraith to 
stitch together a counternarrative 
that she’d have the pleasure of shred-
ding, but it never happened. In gen-
eral, his clumsiness as an attorney so 
disrupted the flow of the trial that the 
judge, and even Robinson, repeatedly 
stepped in to assist him. The defence 
Galbraith was mounting, in other 
words, seemed just as rudderless 
as his company. And that, however  
unwittingly, may have been the best 
evidence he offered in his favour. 

CHRISTINE BULTS WAS THE first 
breeder the prosecution called, and 
she seized every opportunity to dress 
Galbraith down. But as Galbraith’s 
cross-examination wore on, some-
thing extraordinary happened: the 
Pigeon King’s own wounded feel-
ings became just as conspicuous as 

hers. Because she knew him so well, 
Galbraith asked Bults at one point, 
didn’t she understand he was too 
“paralyzed with depression” to call 
farmers once his company fell apart? 

“I was depressed, too!” Bults said 
shakily. “Was I not?” 

He told her how disappointed he 
was that, after years of friendship, she 
would turn against him. 

“Seriously?” Bults shot back. “I 
didn’t turn against you. You walked 
away from us!”

It wasn’t a cross-examination any-
more; it was an unrestrained show-
down between two estranged friends.

IT TOOK THE JURY two days to find 
Galbraith guilty. He appeared for 
sentencing in March 2014 looking 
deadened and unshaven. His suit—
the only suit he owned—was now 
several sizes too big; he’d lost about 
20 kilograms in custody since the 
trial three months earlier. 

The judge was not moved. Gal-
braith, he said, appeared to have no 

     FOR MANY VICTIMS, 
  THE EXPERIENCE 
                 BROKE SOME 
       INTRINSIC DECENCY.  
ONE COUPLE LOST 
   THE ABILITY TO TRUST.
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sympathy for his victims. His ruling 
included statements that farmers had 
filed with police. One described feeling 
they had disappointed their children. 
Another explained how exasperating 
it was to have invested so much time 
away from family, to no result. 

Marriages suffered. Victims’ chil-
dren were ridiculed at school. There 
were anxiety attacks, suicidal thoughts, 
heart attacks, teeth falling out from 
stress. Worst of all, the experience 
broke some fundamental decency in 
many people. One couple confessed 
to having lost the ability to trust.

The judge sentenced Galbraith to 
seven years and three-and-a-half 
months. Bults told me it was hard 
to appreciate his sentence as justice 
when she was still paying $1,000 a 
month on her loan.

Bults attended the entire four-
week trial. During a lunch recess one 
day, she found Galbraith sitting on a 
bench in an empty courthouse hall-
way with his head down and sat on 
the bench right across from him. She 
stared at him, hard.

She was trying to force Galbraith to 
look at her, to acknowledge her. At one 
point, the Pigeon King finally lifted 
up his head. For a split second, Bults 
caught his eye. Then he looked away.

Pigeon King’s remaining assets, such 
as they were, have been liquidated. A 
minority of its creditors will receive a 
small fraction of what they’re owed, 
while the rest will get nothing. Accord-
ing to Better Farming, Galbraith was 
granted day parole in July 2015. 

DRIVING TEST

If you were Minnie Driver and you didn’t drive a Mini and  

call yourself Mini Driver, then what is the point of you?

 @PEACHCOFFIN
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ONE TUESDAY MORNING, I was 
getting dressed for work. As I put 
on my pants, my wife walked by  
behind me. I shouted out, “TGIF,” 
to which she replied, “It’s not  
Friday today.”

“No,” I clarified. “Thank God  
it fits!” 

KIRNAL MATHARU, Mi s s i s s au g a ,  O n t .

GROOMING TIPS

Joke’s on you, kids who put shaving 
cream on my car. I was gonna shave 
my vehicle anyway.  @IBID78

PURE GENUS

Dolphins are half shark and half 
seal. Look in your heart. You know 
it’s true.  @THENATEWOLF

IN THE AFTERLIFE 

Squirrel Hell and Dog Heaven are 
the same place.

 @KYLEMCDOWELL86

IS THAT SO?

Kind of weird how only wrong  
people disagree with me. 

 @ELIZASOUL80

Send us your original jokes! They could 
be worth $50. See page 8 or visit rd.ca/
joke for more details.Dailymail.co.uk, lifebuzz.com

For those who throw  
caution to the wind.

For those who want to make watering 
the grass as complicated as possible.

For those who have lost  
a significant chunk of time.

DREADFUL DIY

These hapless problem-solvers get  
an A+ for creativity. 
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The story of Zunera Ishaq, the Pakistani-born 
Canadian who took on the federal government 
over her right to wear the niqab any time, 
anywhere—and won

BY LAUREN MCKEON FROM  TORONTO LIFE

Behind
                   theVeil
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THE FIRST THING ZUNERA Ishaq 
wanted to do when she moved to  
Toronto from Pakistan in October 
2008 was taste a McIntosh apple. 
Ishaq, her husband, Muhammad, 
and their infant son, Mousa, had set-
tled with her in-laws in the suburb 
of Scarborough, Ont., but the family 
never kept Macs in the house, and 
most Indian groceries didn’t stock 
them. Ishaq refused to let it go. For 
her, the apple was an initiation into 
Canadian culture. After a few weeks, 
she found a store that carried them. 
That first bite was a complex blend of 
sour and sweet. It was one of the few 
things in Canada that turned out just 
as she had imagined.

In Pakistan, the couple had led a 
privileged life: Muhammad was a 
chemical engineer, and Ishaq taught 
high-school English. But she wanted 
the kind of freedom she couldn’t find 
in Pakistan—in the past decade, the 
country had oscillated between cor-
rupt democratic governments and 
violent military rule.

After arriving in Canada, neither 
Ishaq, then 22, nor Muhammad, then 
38, found jobs in their fields. Muham-
mad settled for a teaching position at 
an Islamic school, while Ishaq stayed 
home. She had a second boy, Isa, in 
2009, then another, named Muham-
mad, in 2011.

The family moved to Mississauga, 
Ont., on the other side of Toronto. 
Eventually, Ishaq found herself  

dissatisfied with full-time parenting. 
“I never wanted to simply be a home-
maker, babysitting all the time,” she 
says. So she began volunteering in 
hospices, women’s shelters, Islamic 
schools and food banks.

Canada started to feel like home, 
and in 2012, the couple applied for 
citizenship. Ishaq was excited but 
apprehensive. A Sunni Muslim, she 
wears a niqab and an abaya, religious 
garments that leave only her hands 
and eyes uncovered. A year earlier, the 
federal government had banned the 
niqab during citizenship cere monies. 
The garment, said then immigration 
minister Jason Kenney, reflected “a 
certain view about women that we 
don’t accept in Canada.”

As Ishaq and Muhammad read 
their study booklet, they arrived at 
the section declaring that Canadians 
had a fundamental right to religious 
freedom. That statement struck Ishaq. 
If religious freedom was a tenet of 
Canadian society, she thought, why 
couldn’t she practise her religion as 
she was becoming a citizen?

Ishaq spoke with a friend of a friend, 
who was studying law. The student 
agreed that the ban violated Ishaq’s 
Charter rights and promised to con-
sult her law professor about whether 
she could challenge it. Initially, Ishaq 
was thrilled. But a few days later, it 
hit her: she was going to take on the 
federal government. Her enthusiasm 
morphed into trepidation. (P
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In November 2013, Ishaq passed 
her citizenship exam. When she was 
invited to take the oath a month later, 
the government refused to budge on 
the niqab ban. The only thing they 
could do, they said, was allow her 
to stand unveiled, surrounded by a 
group of women taking their oaths.

That tepid attempt at accommo-
dation tipped Ishaq toward action. 
If she won, she realized, any woman 
who wanted to wear the niqab while 
taking the oath would have that 
choice. She called her friend’s pro-
fessor, who recommended Lorne 
Waldman, a lawyer specializing in 
immigration. The following day, he 
filed a challenge against the federal 
government. At first, Ishaq expected 
the issue to be resolved quickly. She 
had no idea how famous her veiled 
face would become.

Over the next two years, Ishaq’s 
federal challenge became a major 
election issue, and the niqab a pol- 
itical Rorschach test for questions 
of race, religion and feminism. In 

the media, she was trotted out as a 
meek Muslim housewife turned ac-
cidental activist. But there’s nothing 
meek about Zunera Ishaq. She’s al-
ways seen herself as a champion for 
the underdog. Now she’s positioned 
herself as a voice for Muslim women. 
You have to wonder if that wasn’t her 
plan all along. 

LAST NOVEMBER, I VISITED Ishaq at 
her home. A woman I didn’t recog-
nize appeared at the door in a head 
scarf, her face uncovered. I panicked, 
thinking I had the wrong house. “Is 
Zunera here?” I asked. The woman’s 
face lit up in delight, while mine 
drooped in mortification. “It’s me!” 
Ishaq exclaimed. Like many niqabi 
women, Ishaq uncovers her face 
when she’s at home or in female 
company. Most people don’t recog-
nize her the first time they see her 
unveiled. “That’s kind of the point,” 
she says, smirking—she wants people 
to see her actions, not her face.

Ishaq wears patterned niqabs—
floral prints, leopard, plaid. Even 
without her veil, her eyes dominate 
her face, revealing hints of mischief, 
humour and intelligence. When I 
went to her townhouse, there were 
crayon scribbles on the wall, and 
her newborn, Abdullah, slept in a 
bassinet. Ishaq had stowed nearly all 
of the furniture in the basement. She 
was afraid her boys would run into 
something while they played—Ishaq 

   THERE IS NOTHING 
         MEEK ABOUT ZUNERA 
       ISHAQ. SHE HAS 
 ALWAYS SEEN HERSELF  
                AS A CHAMPION  
      FOR THE UNDERDOG.
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loves to chase her kids around so 
much that Muhammad calls her an 
adult girl. Muhammad declined to 
be interviewed for this story; they 
both prefer when Ishaq is the one 
in the spotlight. She describes him 
as supportive but reserved—he lives 
in her orbit.

When explaining her relationship 
with Islam, Ishaq falls into pious 
praise: she says that God forgives her 
when she asks for pardon, and that 
she is bound only to Him. Charity is 
a religious duty but also a personal 
calling. It was ingrained in her early 
on. When she was five, she went 
door-to-door with her mother, col-
lecting donations to send to victims of  
Afghanistan’s civil war. She remem-
bers it as a thrilling experience.

Ishaq grew up in Multan, a city of 
five million in the Punjab province of 
Pakistan. Her family lived in a large 
house on a half-acre of land, with 
several servants. The youngest of 
nine children, Ishaq was energetic 
and playful, a tomboy who enjoyed 
cricket and soccer. Her teachers  
often reprimanded her for pranks—
she was a hellraiser from the first.

Ishaq’s family was religious but 
not orthodox. She was the first of 
her relatives to cover her head and 
face for religious reasons. The veil 
is controversial in Pakistan, espe-
cially in educated circles. It’s usually  
reserved for the rural or lower classes: 
a status marker associated with  

uneducated women controlled by 
their husbands and fathers. 

It was only at age 15, when Ishaq 
took an English class from a niqabi 
teacher, that she became curious. 
Her instructor was educated and out-
spoken, and Ishaq thought the niqab 
made the woman look mysterious and 
beautiful. Despite her vague notion of 
what the veil meant in Islam, in rebel-
lious teenage fashion, Ishaq wanted to 
be different—to stand out by hiding 
away. After she declared to her father 
that she planned to wear the niqab, he 
urged her to do her research. 

Ishaq read scholarly texts and 
spoke with imams. She asked other 
women why they chose to wear it. The  
answers confirmed negative stereo-
types—one woman said her father 
forced her to wear it so she wouldn’t 
be recognized on campus. But Ishaq 
kept researching, sometimes wear-
ing her niqab, sometimes not. After a 
year, she decided women were meant 
to wear the garment as an expression 
of faith and modesty. 

     BY THE TIME ISHAQ 
          STARTED UNIVERSITY, 
 SHE WAS USED TO 
     DERISION. SOME MALE 
PROFESSORS REGULARLY 
                   RIDICULED HER.
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She loathed the idea that, as a 
woman, her appearance could  
supersede her actions and intellect. 
By wearing the niqab, Ishaq would 
make her looks a private matter. 

While her mother and father sup-
ported her decision, aunts, uncles 
and cousins no longer wanted to  
associate with her. Her extended 
family believed the niqab projected 
an image of poverty.

By the time Ishaq started univer-
sity at 18, she was used to derision. 
Some male professors regularly ridi-
culed her. When Ishaq made her first 
English presentation, one instructor 
sneered, “Let’s see how the voice will 
come out from behind the curtain.” 
She delights in recounting how she 
stood up to him. “I wanted to show 
them how strong the voice behind 
the veil could be,” she exclaims. Her 
presentation was flawless. Once she 
finished, she brags, the class fell  
silent—they never teased her again. 

When Ishaq was in her late teens, 
her parents decided she should marry. 
In her family, most marriages were 
arranged based on social and eco-
nomic prospects. Ishaq received three 
proposals: one from a student com-
pleting his master’s in social sciences, 
one from a man working in technol-
ogy, and one from Muhammad, a 
chemical engineer 15 years her senior. 
Her father consulted her on each.

In the end, Ishaq chose Muham-
mad based on the practicality of his 

career. They married when she was 
20 years old. One day she brought 
her husband to campus. While there, 
she ran into her old English profes-
sor, who confessed he’d learned a lot 
from Ishaq—and she liked that she’d 
changed his mind. She’d think of this 
moment again when she decided to 
fight the Canadian government.

W E S T E R N E R S  P R O J E C T  A N  us- 
versus-them mentality onto Islam 
that positions North America as  
enlightened and the Middle East as 
archaic. Yet the niqab is more com-
plicated than that. Threaded through 
its history are dual narratives of 
feminism and sexism, liberty and  
oppression, poverty and wealth. 
Some women say it helps them  
reclaim ownership over their bodies; 
others say it erases them as individu-
als. Many claim it’s their choice, while 
many more argue that it’s impossible 
to separate choice from millennia of 
entrenched male power structures. 

In  2 0 1 2 ,  re s e a rc h e r s  at  t h e  
Canadian Council of Muslim Women 
spoke to 81 niqabi women in Quebec 
and Ontario. Many of the subjects 
were like Ishaq: educated, married, 
foreign-born citizens in their 20s and 
early 30s who work as homemakers. 
Most said they wear the niqab against 
their family’s wishes. 

Still ,  the Harper government 
framed the niqab as a symbol of sub-
jugation, positioning it as a threat to 
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the Western way of life. And that fear 
took hold: there were several reported 
physical attacks on niqabi women in 
the GTA between November 2015 and 
January 2016. Some Muslim women 
told me their mosques have started 
self-defence classes: A Thornhill, 
Ont., woman who wears the hijab says 
she’ll no longer go to empty gas sta-
tions at night, because she can’t shake 
the fear of being attacked.

ISHAQ’S CHALLENGE WAS heard be-
fore a federal court in October 2014. 
Lorne Waldman argued that the Ken-
ney policy violated her Charter right 
to religious freedom, forcing her to 
sacrifice her beliefs for the opportun-
ity to become a citizen. The govern-
ment countered that Ishaq’s lawsuit 
was premature: because Kenney had 
slipped the ban into the citizenship 
policy book, it wasn’t a law but a 
guideline that judges could disregard. 
It was a clever piece of doublespeak.

Four months later, in February 
2015, Justice Keith Boswell declared 
the policy unlawful. When the gov-
ernment appealed, Waldman asked 
Ishaq to speak to the media, and she 
didn’t hesitate. She wanted to show 
her truth: that she wasn’t oppressed, 
that religious freedom was paramount 
and that the sudden focus on her 
niqab was simply dirty politicking. In  
interviews, she was genuine and 
savvy, someone who deftly stepped 
into a stereotype just to defy it.

The appeal was heard in mid- 
September, a month before the fed-
eral election. In a rare move, the 
Federal Court of Appeal issued its 
decision that same day, giving Ishaq 
time to take her citizenship oath 
and, therefore, vote, something she  
especially wanted to do. The three 
appeal judges unanimously upheld 
Boswell’s ruling.

Hateful messages poured onto 
Ishaq’s Facebook page. When reports 
surfaced of a niqabi woman being 
attacked in Toronto, Ishaq received 
an anonymous message saying she 
could be next. “Those were the worst 
days of my life,” she says. “You cannot 
imagine the stress.”

Ishaq felt deflated. She was tired 
of people demanding that she shut 
up, quit fighting, go back to Paki-
stan. She’d triumphed but was left to 
grapple with what her success meant. 
In the two-year battle between the  
Canadian government and the mod-
est Muslim housewife, the housewife 
had won.

   ISHAQ BELIEVES THAT 
        IF PEOPLE KNEW 
HER OR OTHERS LIKE 
             HER, THEY WOULD  
    NO LONGER HATE  
                HER OR HER NIQAB.
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PET PEEVES

“You only live once.” —a pessimistic cat

 @MRNICKHARVEY

My cat sure drinks a lot of water for someone  

WHO CLAIMS TO BE TERRIFIED OF IT.

 @JAZMASTA

ON OCTOBER 9, 2015, Ishaq took her 
citizenship oath. She’d originally 
planned to go big. Her sons would 
wear red shirts, she’d imagined, and 
she’d don a red-and-white niqab to 
evoke the Canadian flag. All her loved 
ones would attend, as well as her 
lawyers and the media—a celebra-
tion to mark her victory.

But the threats and Facebook mes-
sages scared her, and she insisted 
that everyone except her husband 
and lawyers stay home. Instead of a 
patriotic costume, she wore a sub-
dued white jacket, a pink shirt and a 
delicately flowered niqab.

Clutching a tiny Canadian flag, 
tears in her eyes, Ishaq fiercely sang 
“O Canada.” It’s a good memory, she 
says, but also a sad one. While she 
was overwhelmed with love for her 
new country, she wished her children 
could’ve been with her. It felt like a 
small moment after a two-year ordeal.

I last met with Ishaq in January 
2016, inside an empty classroom at 

the Islamic school where Muhammad 
teaches. On the whiteboard behind 
us, someone had scrawled “Muslim 
Women’s Empowerment Group.”

These days, Ishaq is dedicated to a 
new cause: Syrian refugees. Her group 
is coordinating fundraising drives 
to bring over a Syrian family. So far, 
they’ve raised more than $10,000. She 
also wants to get her Ontario teacher’s 
certification. Ishaq says she’s excited 
to return to her career, although she 
can’t imagine abandoning her volun-
teer work. She’s trying to figure out 
how to do both.

Ishaq believes that if people knew 
her, and others like her, they wouldn’t 
hate her or her niqab. Already, Mus-
lim and feminist organizations are  
inviting her to speak and consult. She 
tries to say yes to all of them. Now 
that she’s a citizen, she’s certain it’s 
her duty to make Canada better. She 
will keep going.

“Insha Allah,” she says. If God  
wills it. 

© 2016 BY LAUREN MCKEON. FROM “ZUNERA’S WAR”, TORONTO LIFE (MARCH 2016). WWW.TORONTOLIFE.COM
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Could ride-sharing and robocars make our 
cities greener and our lives less chaotic?

    TheEnd of
Parking
BY CLIVE THOMPSON FROM MOTHER JONES

ILLUSTRATION BY RAYMOND BIESINGER 
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IF YOU DRIVE OUT to West Edmon
ton Mall, you’ll arrive at the world’s 
biggest parking lot. With room for 
20,000 vehicles—that’s at least 300,000 
square metres—and another 10,000 in 
overflow parking, the area is compar
able to the size of 84 American foot
ball fields (including the end zones).

That mall—and its Guinness World 
Records–holding car park—isn’t 
alone in its expansive approach. 
Parking is, after all, most of what cars 
do: the average automobile spends 
95 per cent of its time sitting in place. 
A 2010 study from the University of 
California, Berkeley, found that the 
United States has close to a billion 
parking spots, or nearly four times 
the total number of vehicles. 

The metastasizing of parking has 
had profound effects. On an aesthetic 
level, it makes cities grimly ugly. It’s 
expensive to build. And the emis
sions it causes may be worst of all. 

When Donald Shoup, an urban
planning professor at the University 
of California, Los Angeles, looked 
at Westwood Village, a small neigh
bourhood near his university, he 
observed that cars circling around 
in search of open spaces burn 
178,000 litres of gas and generate 
662 metric tons of carbon dioxide a 
year. Those numbers, Shoup says, are 
reflective of the situation in most cit
ies’ congested cores.

But for the first time, urban experts 
see an end in sight. We are, they say, 

on the cusp of an era when cities 
can begin dramatically reducing the 
number of parking spaces they offer. 

Why? For starters, more and more 
people are opting to live downtown, 
where they don’t need—or want—to 
own a car. We’re also seeing the rapid 
emergence of selfdriving technology, 
which could have huge benefits for 
urban design and the environment. 
After all, if cars can drive themselves, 
fleets of them could scurry around 
picking people up and dropping them 
off, working with robotic efficiency. 
That could result in many choosing 
not to own automobiles, causing the 
amount of parking needed to drop 
through the floor.

Gabe Klein, who has headed the 
transportation departments in Chi
cago and Washington, D.C., sees 
enormous potential. “All that parking 
could go away, and then what hap
pens?” he asks. Klein imagines much 
of this pavedover space suddenly 
being freed up for houses, schools, 
playgrounds—just about anything. 

NORTH AMERICA’S OBSESSION 
with parking began in the 1940s and 
’50s, when car use exploded. Pan
icked cities realized they would soon 
run out of curb space. In an effort to 
ward off that possibility, they passed 
minimum parking requirements: if a 
developer wanted to erect an office 
or apartment building, it had to build 
parking, as well. 
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Decades of perverse incentives 
served to cement the automobile 
as North America’s main mode of 
transportation. According to the 
2011 National Household Survey, 
roughly 15.4 mil lion Canadians 
travel to work, and four out of every 
five of those commuters do so in a 
private vehicle. Based on these stats, 
about 11.4 mil lion workers drive to 
their jobs in cars, bringing along an 
additional 867,100 passengers. 

Numbers like these make parking 
seem like an intractable problem. 
But something strange is happening 
to our relationship with cars. 

“The car’s dominance is on the 
wane,” says Jeff Kenworthy, a profes-
sor of sustainable cities at Curtin Uni-
versity in Perth, Australia. He found 
that car use grew by 42 per cent glob-
ally in the ’60s. In the ’80s, it increased 
by 23 per cent. From 1995 to 2005, it 
went up by only 5 per cent. 

While gas costs and the growth of 
public transportation have something 
to do with this pattern, Kenworthy 

suspects it’s also related to a concept 
known as “Marchetti’s wall.” In 1994, 
Italian physicist Cesare Marchetti 
noted that throughout history, most 
people disliked commuting more than 
one hour for work. If you’re faced with 
a longer commute, you rearrange your 
life, finding a new, more local job or 
moving closer to the office. 

In the mid-1990s to mid-2000s, 
Kenworthy found, public transit use 
increased and cities became denser, 
in part because younger adults weren’t 
leaving for the suburbs and seniors 
were moving back to walkable urban 
cores. As a society, we slammed into 
Marchetti’s wall and backed away.

This shift isn’t necessarily set in 
stone. While the number of vehicle 
miles travelled per capita in the U.S. 
began declining in 2005, it started to 
rise again in 2014. However, experts 
argue that the trend will likely accel-
erate because millennials are turning 
against the car. Research by Frontier 
Group, a think tank that publishes 
work on transportation, found that 
the average annual distance driven by 
American 16- to 34-year-olds dropped 
23 per cent between 2001 and 2009. 

They’re also buying fewer vehicles 
than their parents did, which wor-
ries carmakers. “We have to face the 
growing reality that today, young 
people don’t seem to be as interested 
in cars as previous generations,” said 
Jim Lentz, the CEO of Toyota Motor 
North America, in a 2011 speech. 

     FOR TODAY’S 
YOUNG PEOPLE, THE  
        MOBILE PHONE IS 
A MUCH MORE POTENT 
      TECHNOLOGY  
    THAN THE CAR.
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MILLENNIALS HAVE EMBRACED one 
mobility trend, however. In December 
2014, the on-demand car service Uber 
reported that its drivers were making 
one million trips per day. Accord-
ing to a survey by market research 
firm GlobalWebIndex, 70 per cent of 
Uber’s U.S. customers are under the 
age of 35. (In Canada, the company’s 
user base isn’t yet robust enough to 
provide comparable numbers.) 

Uber is seeing especially rapid 
growth in its ride-sharing offering, 
UberPool, which matches travellers 
heading to roughly the same destin-
ation. The company introduced the 
service in San Francisco in August 
2014, and already nearly 50 per cent 
of all Uber rides in the city are pooled. 
UberPool launched in Toronto in early 
2016 and racked up 500,000 trips 
within a few months, likely due to the 
fact that users can save up to 30 per 
cent on their fares by sharing a ride. 

Carpooling, of course, has been 
touted for decades as a way to use 
vehicles more efficiently, but it 
never took off because of an infor-
mation problem: there was no way 
to coordinate rides on the fly. The 
smartphone has solved that conun-
drum. And when MIT scientists 
crunched data on Boston-area com-
muting patterns, they found that if 
50 per cent of drivers shifted to ride 
sharing, it would reduce congestion 
by 37 per cent and result in 19 per 
cent fewer vehicles on the road.

San Francisco–based parking con-
sultant Jeffrey Tumlin, 47, is struck 
by the shift in the zeitgeist. “My gen-
eration was the last to believe that 
owning our own car would bring 
us freedom, autonomy, social sta-
tus, sex,” he says. For today’s young 
people, the mobile phone is a much 
more potent technology.

AS THE GOOGLE SELF-DRIVING car 
pulled out into a busy intersection, the 
steering wheel turned by itself. It was 
an unnerving sight, though the Google 
engineers riding inside were by now 
quite blasé: after driving 2.4 million 
kilometres, these vehicles have only 
been in a very few accidents. The guid-
ance system is very cautious, explains 
the engineer in the driver’s seat, his 
hands folded in his lap.

Many urban experts believe the 
future of autonomous cars is in fleet 
deployment, not private ownership. 
At the University of Texas at Austin, 
Kara Kockelman, a professor of trans-
portation engineering, found that a 
single shared autonomous vehicle 
could typically replace an average of 
eight privately owned ones. At night, 
when there was less demand, they 
could drive to a designated storage 
area that’s close to where the next 
trip will likely originate. The upshot, 
Kockelman figures, is that if you were 
to shift the entire city over, it would 
need a staggering 87.5 per cent less 
parking than it does today. 
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That community would also likely 
have a dramatically lower environ-
mental footprint, not only because 
you’d get rid of the “circling” that 
plagues urban traffic but because 
high-tech cars would be new—and, 
given that they’ll probably emerge 
en masse about 10 years from now, 
electric. A quantitative traffic analysis 
published in Nature Climate Change 
in July 2015, co-authored by Berke-
ley Lab scientist Jeffrey Greenblatt, 
deduced that emissions would be 90 
per cent lower if cars were autono-
mous, electric and shared. 

This road has some speed bumps 
ahead. Most projections assume that 
ride-sharing firms will be the ones 
to deploy self-driving cars on a large 
scale. But what if they’re all privately 
owned? If you can read, watch TV, 
work and email while your car steers, 
the sting goes out of commuting.

That could prompt commutes of 
previously unfathomable lengths. Or 
we might find people deciding they 
never need to park because cars can 
circle on their own. Cruising could 
morph into a Monty Python–esque 
parody of modern life: a street clogged 
with traffic, but all the cars are empty. 

Opinions are divided about how 
serious these negative impacts could 
be. Many suspect Marchetti’s wall will 
remain in place. “Most people are not 
going to sit in a car for hours a day,” 

says Greenblatt. Others agree, noting 
that the generational reluctance to 
own a personal car isn’t likely to fade. 

SAN FRANCISCO COULD BE giving 
us a preview of what a lower-parking 
future would look like. The city’s par-
klet program, founded in 2010, invites 
owners of homes and businesses to 
apply to install a green space in the 
parking lane in front of their proper-
ties. The plan has since been emulated 
in locations ranging from London to 
Ames, Iowa, with a similar project cur-
rently under development in Toronto.

In San Francisco’s Mission District, 
for example, two curbside spots were 
completely overhauled. Built out of 
huge, curved pieces of wood, one 
looks like a ship beached on the 
side of the road. In the other, thick 
desert vegetation—some clipped to 
resemble a triceratops—spills out in 
front of a private residence.

There are now more than 50 parklets 
throughout the city, including a par-
ticularly fascinating cluster of nine on 
Valencia Street between 20th and 24th. 
The strip provides a vision of how a 
city could evolve: imagine if 90 per 
cent of all curbside parking spots were 
turned into strips of public parks, filled 
with greenery, urban gardening and 
people relaxing. With fewer cars cir-
cling the streets, the future of urban 
living could be oddly peaceful. 

© 2016 BY CLIVE THOMPSON. MOTHER JONES (JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016). MOTHERJONES.COM
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A group of Canadian dentists are on a  
mission in El Salvador, where an affection for  

soft drinks is devastating people’s health
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north of San 
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bottle of cola to 
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A group of Canadian dentists are on a  
mission in El Salvador, where an affection for  

soft drinks is devastating people’s health
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In a municipality 
north of San 
Salvador, Else 
Orellana buys a 
bottle of cola to 
accompany lunch.

BY ROBERTA STALEY FROM CORPORATE KNIGHTS
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The wait is tedious and hot. The 
temperature has inched well above 
30 C, and the youngsters slake their 
thirst with Kolashampan, a local 
soft drink. The boys would prefer 
Coke, which has more cachet. Coca-
Cola is “cachimbón,” they say. It’s 
the cool drink.

The Canadians, organized by 
the non-profit Speroway, are here 
to provide free medical and dental 
care to those who can’t afford it. In 
one room, nine dentists, with just a  
metre of space between each of them, 
hunch over patients who obediently 
keep their mouths wide open—with 
the exception of one small partici-
pant, an outraged girl around eight 
years old, wearing sparkly pink pants.

She’s roaring and flailing in the 
dental chair, a zero-gravity lounger 
brought from Canada. Her mother 
holds her down as Ian McCon-
nachie, an Ottawa pediatric dentist, 
tries to fill a cavity. He feels a chomp 
on his thumb.

“A hazard of the job,” he says,  
inspecting the bloody bite mark and a 
thumbnail that is turning blue. When 
her treatment is done, the young 
patient happily departs with a bit of 
bling—a sparkly costume ring that 
matches her pants. She also leaves 
with enough free toothpaste, mouth-
wash and toothbrushes for all her sib-
lings at home and a verbal primer for 
Mom on the basics of brushing.

McCONNACHIE WILL SEE about 
20 children before the day is out. 
From toddlers to young teens, they 
all exhibit the same dental problem: 
“teeth that are bombed out with  
decay.” He routinely finds a pattern 
of rot that indicates one of the big-
gest causes of the cavities is chronic 
exposure to sugar from candy and 
soft drinks, McConnachie says. In El 
Salvador, pop is cheaper than bottled 
water, and tap water is unfit to drink 
due to contamination. According to 
the 2016 CIA World Factbook, the risk 

WHAT COULD BE DULLER THAN WAITING TO SEE THE DENTIST? 

“Muy aburridos” (“So bored!”) four boys mutter as they roll their 

eyes. It’s just after noon on a November day in 2014, and Oscar, 

Josué and Eduardo, all 10, as well as Vladimir, 11, are in line with 

hundreds of others at a one-storey municipal government building 

in Santo Tomás, El Salvador, a small city 13 kilometres southeast  

of San Salvador. A team of 40 dentists, doctors, nurses and dental 

hygienists from Canada has arrived for a five-day charitable mission. 

Like the boys, many of the people in the queue have been here 

since 7 a.m. to ensure they get an appointment. 
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of contracting major  
infectious diseases from 
food or water is high.

The problem is mir-
rored throughout Cen-
tral America, where 80 
per cent of  youth aged 
six to 19 have den-
tal caries, according 
to FDI World Dental 
Federation, based in 
Geneva. The majority 
of cases go untreated, 
which can lead to tooth 
loss, infection and, 
eventually,  enough 
pain that some chil-
dren refrain from eating, leading 
to malnutrition and possibly even  
reduced growth rates.

The FDI has found that tooth  
decay is the most prevalent condi-
tion among 291 diseases surveyed  
globally. Because it’s caused by a 
high-sugar diet and a lack of brush-
ing, it is also entirely preventable.

Lending Canadian medical ex-
pertise to global health initiatives 
is the driving force behind Spero-
way, a charity based in Burlington, 
Ont., and founded in 2004. Since its  
inception, the group has run numer-
ous programs in seven countries,  
including Kenya, Malawi and Nepal, 
as well as supporting refugees and 
First Nations groups in Canada. Their 
goal is to provide food, health care and 
education to vulnerable communities. 

As part of their El Salvador work, 
the Speroway team discusses the 
effects of poor diet as well as oral 
health with their patients. The  
message, however, is often lost in 
translation. The team dentists say 
their advice to brush daily and to 
replace soft drinks with water is  
superseded by the realities of pov-
erty: travelling to the city to see a 
dentist or buy bottled water and 
toothpaste are luxuries. This is why 
Speroway volunteers make several 
visits a year to developing nations, 
while continuing to brainstorm ways 
to improve oral health messaging. 

A FEW METRES FROM  McCon-
nachie’s workspace is Jack Cottrell, 
a dentist from Port Perry, Ont. Cot-
trell is drilling, filling, grinding and 

Pediatric dentist Ian McConnachie treats a young 
patient during Speroway’s mission in El Salvador.
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bonding the blackened front teeth of 
a teenager.

Cottrell’s dental assistant and wife, 
Michelle, hands him instruments and 
suctions saliva. Cottrell carries on a 
conversation as he works. The car-
ies he treats are caused “80 per cent 
by the diet and 20 per cent from not 
brushing the teeth,” he says.

Cottrell looks over his shoulder 
and nods his head in the direction of 
a young boy holding a 
small plastic bag filled 
with chilled cola. These 
items are sold for a few 
pesos. By sucking on 
the bag, kids can make 
the treat last for hours. 
Unfortunately, this cre-
ates a continuous bath 
of sugar, caffeine and 
acid that rots the teeth, 
says Cottrell.

A 355-millilitre can of 
Coke contains 39 grams 
(8 teaspoons) of sugar; 
Pepsi has 41 grams. Pop also con-
tains carbonic acid (making it fizz) 
and phosphoric acid, a preservative 
that adds tartness. Both of these sub-
stances are bad for the teeth, causing 
erosion and demineralization of the 
tooth surfaces, Cottrell says.  

Sugar and teeth, McConnachie 
explains, have an unfortunate rela-
tionship. Common oral bacteria like 
Streptococcus mutans metabolize 
sugars into acids that eat away tooth 

enamel. The more sugary snacking in 
between meals, the more decay.

Last year, the World Health Organ-
ization announced new sugar cons-
umption guidelines, recommending 
five per cent of an adult’s daily caloric 
intake come from sugar. That means 
25 grams—less than the amount 
found in a single can of cola. A 2015 
FDI report indicates that Salvador-
ans consume more than 100 grams 

of sugar daily. 

AMID STALLED OR  

declining sales in West-
ern markets, soft drink 
leviathans Coca-Cola 
and Pepsi Co. have 
turned their attention 
to markets in develop-
ing  nat ions  w ith  a 
propensity  towards 
a sweet tooth. Penny 
Collenette, an adjunct 
professor in the Faculty 
of Common Law at the 

University of Ottawa and a corpor-
ate social responsibility specialist,  
believes soft drink companies should 
be accountable to the public. 

“Recent evidence about sugar has 
led to serious questions about obesity 
and health,” Collenette says. “Given 
this global knowledge, ethic ally it is 
incumbent upon Coke and Pepsi to, 
at the very least, warn consumers 
about the risk of over-consumption 
of their products.”

THE LOCAL 
POPULATION  

SIMPLY 
DOESN’T  
HAVE THE 

INFORMATION 
IT NEEDS TO 

MAKE HEALTHY 
CHOICES.
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BACK AT THE MAKESHIFT dental 
office, the next patient in line is a 
four-year-old boy, his face mottled 
from crying. He refuses to get into the 
dental chair. Cottrell has checked his 
teeth and noted several large cavities.

“He doesn’t want us to touch him 
because of the pain,” Cottrell says. The 
boy’s lack of cooperation leaves only 
one option: sedation, a last resort in 
Canada and abroad when youngsters 
refuse to be coaxed into a chair. The 
boy’s mother manoeuvres her charge 
into another room, where anaesthe-
siologist Anthony Brown gives him a 
syringe of anaesthetic. The child tries 
to spit it out, but enough gets down 
his throat to make him more placid, 
allowing McConnachie to tackle the 
cavities. The decay is severe, and one 
of the teeth has to be pulled.

Decades of studies link the amount 
and frequency of sugar consumption 
not only to tooth decay but to Type 2 
diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular 
disease. El Salvador has a diabetes 
prevalence of just over 10 per cent 
and an obesity rate of 26 per cent.  

The Speroway missions may reach 
thousands of Salvadorans, but in the 
absence of viable health care or pub-
lic awareness about the factors con-
tributing to illnesses, the incidence 
of disease in the area will grow. The 
local population simply doesn’t have 
the information it needs in order to 
make healthy choices.

That knowledge gap is evident 
in municipalities like San Pablo 
Tacachico, north of San Salvador. 
Here, 17-year-old Else Orellana lives 
across the street from a small tienda 
where Coke is sold for 35 cents, five 
cents cheaper than bottled water.

Else buys a 1.25-litre bottle of Coke, 
which she plans to crack open and 
enjoy with lunch. Her uncle, Milton 
Cruz, 38, was recently diagnosed with 
diabetes, something the doctor linked 
to his own litre-a-day cola habit.

Is Else worried she, too, might be at 
risk? She shrugs. Maybe she’s a bit 
“necio o burro” (“stubborn like a don-
key”), but when it’s a hot day, noth-
ing beats an ice-cold Coke, she says 
with a shy smile. 

© 2015 ROBERTA STALEY. CORPORATE KNIGHTS (SPRING 2015). CORPORATEKNIGHTS.COM

TRUST FACTOR

At a restaurant, I never put the napkin in my lap. 

Why? Because I believe in myself.

HANNIBAL BURESS, comedian
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“That’s the deep end.”
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INQUISITIVE MINDS

Children ask the best questions. Just 
look at these examples: 

[In a pitch-black room] “Where did 
my eyes go?”  BRYCE, t w o  y e a r s  o l d 

“Every time you taste something 
new, do you grow a new taste bud?”  
 JONAS, s i x  y e a r s  o l d 

“Does the tooth fairy work on  
Mondays?” QUINCY, s i x  y e a r s  o l d

buzzfeed.com

AS A ROMANCE WRITER, I wanted 
to dress extra fancy for my Valentine’s 
Day book signing back in February. 
Donning my nicest outfit—a far cry 
from my typical comfy clothes—I 
asked my three-year-old, Rowan, if 
he liked Mommy’s new look. 

“It’s silly,” he said with a giggle. 
“You mean it’s pretty,” my hus-

band admonished. 
“Oh, yes,” Rowan replied. “It’s 

pretty silly.”
VICTORIA BARBOUR, C o n c e p t i o n  B a y ,  N f l d .
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DENTAL DILEMMA

I was playing tooth fairy when my 
daughter suddenly woke up. Spotting 
the money in my hand, she cried out, 
“I caught you!”

I froze, trying to think of an explan
ation for why I, rather than the tooth 
fairy, was depositing a gift under her 
pillow. I was let off the hook when 
my daughter interjected, “You put 
that money back! The tooth fairy left 
it for me!”   gcfl.net

CRITICAL SUCCESS 

As a young child, my friend used  
to sing in the car. One day, she 
started crying midway through  
a song. When her mom asked  
what was wrong, she responded, 
“I’m crying at how beautiful my 
voice is.”  reddit.com
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Do your children make you chuckle? 
Share the laughter with us! A funny kid 
story could earn you $50. For details on 
how to submit an anecdote, see page 8  
or visit rd.ca/joke.

AND ONE FOR THE KIDS

Q: What is heavy forward but not 
backward?
A: Ton. 

jokes4us.com

THE PRICE OF COMPANY

This year, my birthday fell on a pro
fessional development day, so my 
sevenyearold grandson, Weston, 
was home from school. I asked him 
if he would take me out for breakfast 
or lunch. “Sure,” he replied, “but you 
still have to pay.” 

HELENE COTE, C o q u i t l a m ,  B . C . 

THIS PAST CHRISTMAS, my nine
yearold found out the truth about 
Santa. After she got over the initial 
shock, she asked, “If Santa’s not real, 
what stranger’s lap have I been sit
ting on?!” 

BETHANY BOUDREAU, S a c kv i l l e ,  N. S .  

WHEN MILES, my grandson,  
attended daycare, many of the stu
dents in his class got into the habit 
of greeting each other with big hugs  
every morning. Later, when Miles 
started prekindergarten, he contin
ued the tradition of hugging some of 
his peers in the yard as he arrived at 
school. One morning, we were drop
ping him off when a pair of identical 
twins, classmates of his, showed up.  
Miles dashed over and hugged one 
then returned to us. My husband 
asked why he hadn’t hugged both of 
his friends. Miles shrugged and said, 
“They are the same.”

GLORIA DI BLASIO, C ô t e  S a i n t- Lu c ,  Q u e .
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By observing how honeybees behave, we can 
learn a lot about the world around us 

 BUZZ 
WORTHY

BY MARK L. WINSTON  FROM BEE TIME: LESSONS FROM THE HIVE

ILLUSTRATIONS BY VICTOR WONG
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ENTERING AN APIARY HAS  its 
own rhythm and ritual. Time slows.  
Focus increases. Awareness height-
ens. I tuck my pants into my boots, 
put on my veil and light the smoker 
to calm the bees. These are all rou-
tine preparations imbued with 
deeper meaning because they herald 
the transition from whatever I’d been 
doing into bee mode. 

Lifting my smoker, I remember 
my initial instant of revelation. I had  
begun graduate school at the Univer-
sity of Kansas, choosing entomology 
because the department had a history 
of sending students to the tropics for 
their research, and I was determined 
to become a tropical biologist. My 
advisor had just received a grant to 
study honeybees in South America. I 
heard “South America,” thought bees 
would do just fine and found myself in 
French Guiana in July 1976, approach-
ing an apiary of killer bees, which 
have the occasional, unfortunate habit 
of stinging by the thousands. 

I had no idea what to expect. I 
walked in wearing a bee suit, my 
head covered by a veil, my hands 
shoved inside gloves, believing I was 
fully protected from what I thought 
would be an assault of wrathful bees. 

I removed the lid of the first hive. 
The bees were surprisingly calm, 
gentle, going about their business. 
There was no onslaught. My fear dis-
sipated, and I began to pay attention 
to the activity in the hive. The gloves 

came off first, then the veil. I pulled 
out the frames one by one to inspect 
the combs. 

It was one of those moments in life 
when everything shifts. 

BEING AMONG BEES IS A full-body 
experience. First you hear the sound, 
the low hum of tens of thousands  
of female workers flying in and out 
of their hives, each circling the api-
ary to get her bearings, then heading 
out purposefully in a literal beeline 
toward blooming flowers. 

Smells and textures bombard the 
senses next ; the sweet odours of 
beeswax and honey, the stickiness of 
plant resins collected by the workers 
to plug holes and construct the base 
of their combs. And then there are the 
bees, walking over your hands and 
forearms as you lift and return combs 
from the hive, the subtlest of touches 
as their claws lightly cling and release, 
the softest of breezes as their wings 
buzz before taking flight. 

The hive is a place of activity and 
complexity. Some bees have their 

     THE HIVE IS A PLACE 
OF ACTIVITY AND  
        COMPLEXITY. SOME 
BEES FEED LARVAE, 
      OTHERS PERFORM  
    THE WAGGLE DANCE.
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heads in the comb’s cells, feeding 
larvae. A few fan their wings to evap-
orate water in the honey. Others per-
form the waggle dance, alerting their 
nestmates to the location of nectar 
and pollen in the landscape. Many 
are immobile, perhaps resting or 
waiting for a new task to present itself. 

The most common activity is inter-
action: two bees frenetically touching 
antennae, legs and tongues, climbing 
over each other and doing the same 
with the next bee they encounter. 
Occasionally you glimpse the stately 
queen, moving slowly across the 
comb, surrounded by workers in  
attendance, inserting her abdomen 
into a cell about once a minute to lay 
an egg. Underlying all the physic al 
sensations are collaboration and or-
der, communication and common 
purpose, each bee submerging her 
individual nature for the colony. 

As a biologist and an expert on bees 
and pollination, I have spent a con-
siderable portion of my life in apiar-
ies in Canada, the United States, New 
Zealand, Australia, South America 
and Europe. Some have been deep 
in jungles, surrounded by tropical 
vegetation and the calls of birds and 
monkeys. Others have been in north-
ern alpine meadows where colo-
nies had been moved for a few brief 
weeks to forage on purple-spiked fire-
weed flowers, which yield the clear-
est water-white honey. Many have 
been adjacent to yellow canola fields 

blooming on the Canadian prai-
ries, where bees forage at midnight  
under the solstice sun. Still others 
have been tucked behind fences and 
near gardens in urban backyards. 

No matter whether an apiary is  
located in a jungle or a city, next to a 
freeway or by a forest, entering one 
has never failed to engage my senses.

IT WAS TOBACCO THAT brought 
Alice Miro and Désirée Tommasi to 
my bee-research laboratory at Simon 
Fraser University in 1999. They were 
seeking advice on their Grade 11 proj-
ect, “Nicotiana tabacum: Not Only 
Smoke!” for the Vancouver Regional 
Science Fair. 
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Their project was aimed at devel-
oping non-cigarette uses for tobacco 
to aid farmers as anti-smoking cam-
paigns reduced the market for their 
crop. They had met one of my gradu-
ate students, who offered to provide 
some advice on their submission, 
and happened to come into the lab 
on a day when a visiting scientist 
from Utah was giving a talk on wild 
bees in urban habitats. 

The young women burst into my 
office after I returned from the lec-
ture, brimming with inspiration. “We 
want to study wild bees in Vancou-
ver,” Alice said. I read their enthusi-
asm as momentary and unrealistic, 
as we had no funds for wild bee 

research. I gruffly pointed out that 
such work would need a fairly large 
grant, which they’d have to apply for 
if they were interested.

I assumed that would be the end of 
it, but, oh, was I wrong. They returned 
two days later with a highly imagina-
tive proposal, the “Once Upon a Bee” 
project. It began with a fairy tale,  
illustrated with their own cartoon-like 
drawings: “Once upon a bee, when 
the city of Vancouver didn’t exist, 
small, simple animals like bees, hum-
mingbirds and flies played a crucial 
role in preserving the greatest treas-
ure of planet earth, biodiversity.” 

The narrative jumped ahead in 
time to Vancouver’s founding and 
expansion: “Trees were cut, mead-
ows and forests covered by concrete 
and bogs filled. The rare leftover 
patches of wildlife became smaller 
and smaller until they were so small 
that they couldn’t provide enough 
food for native creatures to survive. 
The bees started to disappear….”

They went on to propose a well-
conceived project that included 
studying the diversity and abundance 
of wild bees in Vancouver, as well as 
developing a bee-conservation plan 
for the city and educational programs 
for schoolchildren, garden clubs and 
our local science museum. 

I’d never seen anything like it. 
For one thing, no one begins grant 
proposals for scientific research 
with stories, let alone cartoons and 
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a fairy tale. Yet the quality of their 
proposal, in terms of their writing 
and their research plan, was on par 
with most of those I’d seen from 
graduate students. Their hypoth
esis, that bee populations would be 
diminished in urban centres, was 
highly testable through the data 
they would gather, and their vision 
of a comprehensive research, con
servation and education project was 
stunningly appealing. 

Unable to resist, I promised them 
I’d smooth out the rough edges of 
their proposal and submit it to some 
private foundations. To my great 
surprise, we raised $70,000, and the 
Once Upon a Bee project was a go. 

As for the science fair project on  
tobacco, it won the gold medal. 

NATURE CAN BE FOUND in unex
pected places, even cities. Because 
they are small and obscure resi
dents, bees escape our notice. Yet a 
closer look reveals the insects’ critical 
function in maintaining green urban 

environments through a highly bene
ficial ecological service: pollination. 

Cities are complex habitats that 
attract an eclectic mishmash of spe
cies, for oftenquirky reasons. They 
contain much nature that’s subtly  
below our radar, with entire ecosys
tems thriving in and around roads, 
malls, offices and homes. 

That’s where Alice and Désirée went 
in search of feral bees. They collected 
them from a great range of habitats, 
including community and botanical 
gardens, urban wild areas, backyards, 
railroad rightsofway and road edges. 
In each broad habitat, they mapped 
out small plots of 25 square metres 
each so they could compare the num
ber of bees in each area. 

Collecting bees is quite an art. First 
you need to establish the characteris
tic flight patterns of bees as they dart 
between flowers and their nests. Oth
erwise, you’ll collect an inordinate 
number of flies and other nonbee 
creatures. Bees have a distinctive way 
of flying, and experienced entomolo
gists develop a sixth sense that trig
gers them to pounce when a beelike 
blur whips by the corner of their eye. 

Nets are the bug collector’s instru
ment of choice, and Alice and Désirée 
wielded theirs like acrobats, whip
ping them around with precision and 
verve to trap the quickly flying bees. 
From March to September 2001, they 
accumulated a thorough sampling of 
Vancouver’s apian world. Then, once 

     ALICE AND DÉSIRÉE 
WIELDED THEIR NETS  
        LIKE ACROBATS, 
WHIPPING THEM  
   AROUND TO TRAP  
    THE FLYING BEES.
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in university, they spent well over 
a year in the laboratory diligently  
identifying each specimen by species 
and sending some off to specialists to 
confirm their identifications. 

They collected 2,600 wild bees 
and 911 honeybees from just the 
small plots they used for sampling, 
nabbing anywhere from two to 
32 insects per hour. Their collections 
included 56 species, with bumble
bees being the most common, even 
more abundant than managed  
honeybees. Alice and Désirée also 
determined nesting sites, mostly in 
cavities, pitch, soft wood, firm wood 
or soil, and noted the flowers they 
visited, most prominently dande
lion, cotoneaster and blackberry. 

This high diversity and abun
dance of wild urban bees compared 
to honey bees made it clear that wild 
bees are important pollinators for 
backyard fruit trees and gardens, 
natural vegetation, urban parks and 
the zones where nature intercalates 
into the city. But were our Vancouver 
numbers high or low in comparison to 
wild bees in other cities?

Turns out we’re on the low end, 
possibly because of Vancouver’s  
notoriously rainy climate, which is 
too wet for many bee species. The 
world record for wild urban bees is 
held by Berlin, where 262 species are 
found. Next in line is New York City, 
with slightly more than 200 species. 
São Paulo, Brazil, is midrange, with 
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133 species, while Berkeley, Califor
nia, has 74. 

It’s comforting to know the wild 
bee subculture does well in urban 
habitats, but it also says something 
about nature in cities generally. 
Urban environments are human
ized by welldesigned parks, golf 
courses, homeownerplanted flower 
beds, backyard gardens and botan
ical reserves interspersed between 
pavement, buildings, weedinfested 
empty lots and rightsofway. 

Moreover, Alice and Désirée’s  
research revealed that bees within 
Vancouver are about as diverse and 
abundant as bees in nearby agricul
tural habitats, but the species com
position is different. Our “Once Upon 
a Bee” hypothesis, that bees were 
disappearing in the city, was wrong. 
It’s not that bee numbers were low 
in Vancouver, just that they differed 
from the bees outside urban areas. 

Recently, planners have recog
nized the fact that cities don’t need 
to be barren landscapes and are  

     CITIES DON’T NEED 
TO BE BARREN  
       LANDSCAPES; THEY  
CAN BE COHERENT 
    AND UNMANAGED  
        GREEN SPACES.
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encouraging more coherent and  
locally appropriate habitats. The 
trend has been toward wildlife cor
ridors, unmanaged green spaces 
and backyard plantings with native, 
rather than introduced, species. 

And there’s another trend in urban 
planning: growing food in cities. Both 
wild bees and managed honeybees 
are a core resource for the expand
ing movement to bring agriculture 
back into urban areas. Consideration 
of bees in cities reveals how habitats 
can be designed to meet both natural 
and human needs. 

CITY FARMING IS EXPLODING. This 
urban food revolution is actually 
more of a reinvention than a revolu
tion, as urban agriculture is already 
a significant element of global food 
production outside of North America. 
For example, 45 per cent of all vege
tables in Hong Kong and 80 per cent 
in Hanoi are grown on urban farms 
and in gardens. Remarkably, 80 per 
cent of Singapore’s poultry and 90 per 

cent of the eggs and all of the milk in 
Shanghai come from within those cit
ies. In contrast, U.S. cities grow less 
than 10 per cent of their food within 
their borders, although during the 
Second World War, over 40 per cent 
of all American produce came from 
home gardens. 

Why urban food, and why now? 
Peter Ladner, a former Vancouver 
city councillor and author of the 2011 
book The Urban Food Revolution, 
points to a number of factors that 
emerge from global surveys, includ
ing the stimulation of local econo
mies and an interest in supporting 
family farms. Urban food is also 
perceived to be healthier, as it’s not 
genetically modified and is usually 
grown with fewer pesticides. Finally, 
agriculture in cities is considered to 
be environmentally friendly, as it pre
serves green spaces and cuts down 
on energy use by reducing shipping 
of food to global markets. 

If this burgeoning agriculture is to 
be successful, bees are a necessary 
element, since the large majority of 
fruits and vegetables grown in cit
ies require pollination by either wild 
bees or honeybees. It’s a pretty basic 
relationship: no bees, no food. 

With this in mind, Alice and Dési
rée recognized the value of educating 
Vancouverites about wild bees and 
were dynamos around town for years 
in promoting beefriendly practices. 
A number of consistent messages 

     FRUITS AND VEGGIES 
GROWN IN CITIES  
        NEED POLLINATION. 
IT’S A PRETTY BASIC 
      RELATIONSHIP:  
    NO BEES, NO FOOD.
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emerged from their project and the 
many others run by bee-loving citi-
zens and scientists around the globe. 
Wild-bee conservation basically  
requires three elements, beginning 
with nesting sites.

Each species of wild bee has 
slightly different nesting require-
ments. To cover the range of possi-
bilities, Alice and Désirée suggested 
maintaining areas of loosely packed, 
well-drained, mostly bare soil, pro-
viding logs in various stages of decay 
for wood-nesting bees and leaving 
bundles of brush for stem and twig 
nesters. Artificial nest boxes drilled 
with hollow holes of varying sizes can 
supplement more natural sites. 

The second requirement is nectar- 
and pollen-producing flowers. Plant-
ings of fruit, vegetable and berry 
crops, as well as ornamentals, are  
important, particularly native plants, 
as they are most likely to attract  
native bees. It’s also useful to leave 
waste areas, like roadsides and empty 
lots, unmanaged, as weeds can be  
excellent food sources for bees. 

Finally, bees are sensitive to many 
pesticides, and it’s critical to reduce 
chemical use in the city. Insecti-
cides are problematic, as they often 
kill non-target insects like bees, but 
weed killers are also an issue. It’s not 
that herbicides kill bees, it’s that they 
kill the weeds the bees forage on. A 
lawn full of dandelions is bee heaven, 
and bee conservation benefits from 

homeowners who favour the insects 
over immaculate lawns. 

It’s not only wild bees that have 
been part of this back-to-the-land  
urban crusade. Honeybee colonies 
are expanding in cities all over the 
globe, partly for the honey they pro-
duce and partly for their benefits 
as pollinators, but also because ur-
banites crave community and con-
nection. Beekeeping provides an 
excellent opportunity to get together 
with other keepers and meet your 
neighbours over a jar of honey.

Honeybees have become an urban 
trend, from the rooftops of five-star 
hotels to backyard and community 
gardens to the most poverty-stricken 
city corners. In the process, beekeep-
ing serves as a bridge between the 
most disadvantaged and the pros-
perous, spanning income gaps with 
a common passion. 

HIVES FOR HUMANITY BEGAN with 
one hive in Vancouver’s Downtown 
Eastside, the poorest postal code in 

     HIVES FOR HUMANITY 
BEGAN WITH ONE  
     HIVE IN VANCOUVER’S 
DOWNTOWN EASTSIDE, 
   THE POOREST POSTAL  
    CODE IN CANADA.
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Canada. It was founded in Septem-
ber 2012 by mother-daughter duo 
Julia and Sarah Common. Julia’s the 
mom and beekeeper, while Sarah is a 
social worker. Together they provide 
skills training in partnership with  
organizations like the Portland Hotel 
Society, a service agency that delivers 
housing and other support to indi-
viduals who are at risk of homeless-
ness due to substance dependencies 
and challenges with their physical 
and mental health. 

Walking to Sarah’s office in the  
society’s Drug Users Resource Centre 
in February of 2013, I passed through 
block after block of soup kitchens, 
social service agencies, addiction-
treatment centres and single-room-
occupancy hotels. Yet the streets 
were lively with community mem-
bers socializing, and there was a 
sense of possibility amid the poverty 
and addiction. 

I talked with Sarah and one of 
her assistants from the community, 
Yvonne Yanciw, who lives next door 

to the resource centre. Yanciw has 
had some difficult times in her life, 
and working with the bees has been 
an important part of her recovery. 

The introduction of beekeeping 
to this area is part of a larger com-
munity movement to grow healthy  
local food as an essential service. The 
bees have been a particular source 
of pride, providing training and em-
ployment for residents. 

The 2012 pilot hive produced 
55 kilo grams of honey, which sold 
out quickly and generated additional 
income through the crafting and sale 
of beeswax candles. The program 
has since expanded to 150 colonies, 
and the opening of a year-round café 
and educational area, called the Bee 
Space, is in the works.

Economic development is an im-
portant objective, but the therapeutic 
aspects of beekeeping may be Hives 
for Humanity’s most significant con-
tribution. “I’m a high-energy person, 
but I have no problem being steady 
and calm in there,” says Yanciw. She 
has also noticed how being around 
bees has affected other community 
residents: “The bees give them a 
chance to slow down.”

In 2014, Yanciw received her own 
hive to manage, taking charge of it on 
the roof of her housing complex. “It’s 
something I can do,” she says. “Most 
people here live for the day. The bees 
provide a future, and not many peo-
ple here look to the future.” 

      THE 2012 PILOT 
  HIVE PRODUCED  
         55 KILOGRAMS OF 
HONEY. THE PROGRAM 
    HAS SINCE EXPANDED 
           TO 150 COLONIES.
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HUMANS ARE DRAWN 
to honeybees for many 
reasons, but their social 
behaviour is particularly 
riveting. We can learn 
much about ourselves 
by observing them. 

W hat  i s  e s p e c i a l l y 
compelling about bee 
societies is how well they 
function and how seam-
lessly individual and col-
lective interests merge. 
We have much in com-
mon with honeybees, 
but if there’s a difference, 
it’s in how much more we humans 
struggle to find the appropriate bal-
ance between personal gratification 
and societal imperatives. 

Honeybee workers seem to achieve 
aspects of collective function that 
we aspire to but don’t always attain. 

Much of their success 
emerges through hard 
work and a capacity to 
submerge individual as-
pirations into the collec-
tive of the hive. We strive 
for altruism, work ethic, 
flexibility, teamwork and 
communication, which 
are highlights of life in a 
honeybee colony. 

Honeybees live very 
much in the moment, and 
their example reminds us 
that attentiveness is a key 
tool for successful team-

work. They have accomplished what 
many of us aim for: a life lived in the 
moment, replete with deep, substan-
tive interactions, enriched by rela-
tionships with others and a profound 
connection with the environment 
around us.  
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LOST IN TRANSLATION

American TV shows get screened internationally, but not always 

with their original titles intact. Here’s what some of those foreign 

titles look like translated back to English: 

n Mad Men = “People in Manhattan” (Serbia)

n Curb Your Enthusiasm = “Swim Quietly, Larry” (Sweden)

n Frasier = “The Gossip Machine” (Hungary)

n Six Feet Under = “The Customer Is Always Dead” (Russia)

Source: New York Post
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GET SMART!

 13 Things  
 You Should 
Know About 
Advertising
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1 The first step to becoming more 
ad-literate is understanding that 

we’re under a constant barrage, says 
Alan Middleton, a professor of mar-
keting at York University’s Schulich 
School of Business in Toronto. It’s 
estimated that we take in as many  
as 5,000 ads per day. 

2 “You might be influenced by  
colour without even knowing it,” 

says Nellie Kim of the Canadian ad 
agency lg2. A series of American 
studies carried out in 2012 found 
that hues had an effect on consum-
ers’ opinions about a brand’s “per-
sonality”—red is associated with 
excitement, blue with competence. 

3 We view products more favour-
ably, and react without much 

thought, if we believe a deal won’t 
last. If a purchase suddenly feels  
urgent, take a few minutes to reflect 
on your decision before you buy.

4 Consumers make assumptions 
about a product’s quality based 

on where it comes from, says Mid-
dleton. You’ll often hear French  
accents in perfume ads or Italian  
inflections in food commercials. 
Your product’s label must state its 
true provenance, while reliable  
reviews (such as those in Consumer 
Reports) will keep facts from being 
lost in translation. ➸

BY MEGAN HAYNES 
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5 Ads appeal to our emotions, not 
our brains, says Middleton. One 

2014 Chinese study found that songs 
with nostalgic value could leave buy-
ers feeling good and make ads more 
effective—think Cadbury’s commer-
cial with a gorilla beating drums to 
Phil Collins’s “In the Air Tonight.” 
Don’t be seduced by the soundtrack. 

6 Keep ads away from kids. Stud-
ies have linked food commer-

cials aimed at children with obesity 
and bad eating habits (such as snack-
ing between mealtimes or associat-
ing unhealthy foods with fun). 

7 Concentrate on a single screen. 
People who engage with multi-

ple devices at once are less effective 
at filtering out distraction (read: ads).

8 Challenge preconceived notions 
with a blind taste test. In a 2008 

study, subjects were told they were 
sampling five wines of varying prices. 
In reality, only three different wines 
were used (two were repeats). Some 
samples were priced at their retail 
value, while others were marked up 
or down. Participants claimed to pre-
fer the “expensive” options. Pricing 
influenced their perception of taste.

9 Don’t be fooled by charity logos 
and ribbons on products, says 

Kim. Many believe that when they 
buy these goods, part of the sale goes 

to a cause. In reality, brands may only 
pay a licensing fee to use the logo. 

10 A 2013 study found that con-
sumers who watched pharma-

ceutical ads which contained health 
warnings couldn’t recall the details of 
the advisory—only the fact that one 
was made. The alerts gave buyers the 
impression that the drug company 
was trustworthy. Before you purchase 
medication, reread the fine print. 

11 Watch the weather. A 2010  
Canadian study found that 

people spent more on sunny days. 
Marketers know this: in February 
2015, for example, Mark’s offered a 
weather-based discount—the colder 
it was, the better the savings. 

12 Beware of reverse psychology. 
Acknowledging a consumer’s 

potential resistance to a product can 
actually weaken their opposition to it. 
Be mindful of brands laying out their 
shortcomings in ads or using state-
ments such as, “You’re not going to 
believe this, but…” 

13 Loyalty cards may track your 
purchasing habits, and com-

panies often use this information  
to create personalized ads, like flyers 
and email offers, designed to get you 
to try new things, says Kim. Before 
you sign up, ask yourself if rewards 
are worth the invasion of privacy. 
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SWIFT RECOGNITION 
One moment, Australian 
teen Olivia Sturgiss was 
watching Taylor Swift 
perform in Melbourne. 
The next, she was back-
stage at the pop singer’s  
request. It wasn’t your regu-
lar meet-and-greet. Months prior, 
the retail worker had built an online 
following thanks to her resemblance 
to Swift. When the two met last  
December, the singer caught one  
difference, reportedly exclaiming, 
“You’re so tall!” As their photo was 
being taken, Sturgiss noticed Swift 
standing on her tiptoes and won-
dered if she was trying to avoid  
being outshone. But don’t worry, 
there’s no bad blood between them.  

SELF-REFLECTION 
It started as a contest among friends: 
who could find their doppelgänger 
within 28 days? Amazingly, Niamh 
Geaney of Ireland appealed to social 
media and found hers within two 
weeks. Geaney was shocked by the 
number of strangers interested in 
tracking down their look-alikes. 

Sensing an opportunity, she 
created Twin Strangers. The 

website now has more 
than one million users 
scanning its photo  
database, hoping to see 

themselves staring back. 
Geaney says the project 

connected her with two additional 
doubles of her own—or it appeared 
to be Geaney who said that. Who 
can really tell?

PLAYING POLICE 
One night last October, Joshua  
Lynam flipped on his vehicle’s red-
and-white lights and pulled over a 
car in Pensacola, Fla. There was one 
problem: despite looking like a cop, 
Lynam was a 24-year-old IT worker. 
As the imposter spoke to the driver, 
he realized his ruse was in jeop-
ardy—he’d flagged down an off-duty 
sergeant. When Lynam was unable  
to produce police ID, the sergeant 
called an on-duty cop and the joker 
was arrested for impersonating a law 
enforcement officer. It seems the thin 
blue line mentality doesn’t apply if 
you’re only pretending to be a cop.P
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HEALTH

What You Should Know About 
Alternative Medicine

Thinking of treating a health condition with acupuncture, 
aromatherapy or massage? Read our guide first.

HOME

19 Gardening Tips 
to Save You Time 
and Money

/rea dersd igestcanada

/rd c a nada

/rea dersd igestca

News le t te r
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MONEY

Pay Less at the Pump
Eight simple ways to improve  

your car’s fuel economy
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Challenge yourself by solving these puzzles and mind stretchers,  
then check your answers on page 116.
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FIGURE EQUATIONS (Easy)
How many dots are required to com-
plete the fourth equation below?

?

BUBBLE MATH REDUX   

(Moderately difficult)
Assign a whole number between 
1 and 5 to each of the 10 bubbles. 
Each number occurs twice, but 
no two bubbles with the same 
number are touching. The sums 
of some of the numbers are 
revealed in the areas where  
their bubbles overlap. Can you 
figure out which number goes in 
each bubble?

6

10

4

12

9

THE TOWER  

(Moderately difficult)
How could you stack these 
five shapes so that the result-
ing tower has the lowest 
height possible?
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SUM OF ALL PARTS (Difficult)
Insert each of the tiles below into the larger 
grid so that the numbers in each of the grid’s 
rows and columns add up to the same sum. 
Two tiles have already been inserted for you.

1 5

8 2

5 7

8 9

7 3

2 8

2 7
3 15 5

8 7

3 2

1 1

6 5

4 3

1 5

5 1

5 7

7 3

A BRIDGE TOO FEW (Difficult)
In the map below, it isn’t possible to start on a riverbank or an island and 
cross each of the bridges exactly one time, even if you’re allowed to finish 
somewhere other than where you started. Where can you place one more 
identically sized bridge (in a straight line, over water) so that you can cross 
each of the bridges once and only once?
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ANSWERS:  1. Gloves. 2. George W. Bush. 3. Nike. 4. Haiti. 5. Hogwarts School of  

Witchcraft and Wizardry. 6. The hummingbird. 7. The Two Towers by J.R.R. Tolkien.  

8. Maria Montessori. 9. Dutch. 10. Russia. 11. Dr. Strangelove. 12. Bruce Springsteen. 

13. Switzerland. 14. Hercule Poirot. 15. Six.

1. What is normally the only piece of 
clothing that Bugs Bunny wears?

2. Which American president was 
once KO’d by a pretzel?

3. Just do it: what’s the name of the 
victory goddess found on many 
Olympic gold medals?

4. The United States was the first 
country in the western hemisphere 
to gain independence from Euro-
pean rule. Which nation was  
the second?

5. If Harry Potter is standing 
on Platform 9 ¾ at King’s 
Cross railway station, 
where is he going?

6. The Aztec war god 
Huitzilopochtli was  
named for what unthreat-
ening bird?

7. What classic fantasy 
novel’s title refers to 
Orthanc in Isengard and 
Barad-dûr in Mordor?

8. Best known as an educator, who 
was also Italy’s first female doctor?

9. In which language did Anne 
Frank write her diary?

10. Which country has 22 republics, 
46 oblasts, nine krais, four autono-
mous okrugs and one autonomous 
oblast, plus three federal cities?

11. What film features the British  
actor Peter Sellers delivering the  
famous line, “Gentlemen, you can’t 
fight in here! This is the War Room!”

12. Who was “Born to Run” in 
the 1970s and “Born in the 

USA” in the 1980s?

13. Which country was 
formed in 1291 by the for-

est cantons of Uri, Schwyz 
and Unterwalden? 

14. What was the name 
of the mustachioed Bel-
gian detective immor-
talized by the novels  
of Agatha Christie?

BY PAUL PAQUET
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15. How many degrees 
does the minute hand 

travel on an analog 
clock in one minute? 
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134582769

268791543

795643128

642859317

587134692

319267485

826475931

951326874

473918256

You have to put a number from  

1 to 9 in each square so that:

■■ every horizontal row 

and vertical column  

contains all nine numerals 

(1-9) without repeating any 

of them;

■■ each of the 3 x 3 boxes 

has all nine numerals,  

none repeated.

TO SOLVE THIS PUZZLE…

SOLUTION

BY IAN RIENSCHE

Brainteasers:  
Answers  
(from page 113)

THE TOWER
Place them sideways  

and then stack them in  

any order.

FIGURE EQUATIONS
6. Add the number of sides 

in the first two figures in 

each equation, then sub-

tract the number of sides  

in the last figure to find  

the number of dots.

BUBBLE MATH REDUX 

6

3

1

4

5

2

2

10

4
9

12
5

1

4

3

SUM OF ALL PARTS

1 5 7 3 6 5

8 2 2 8 4 3

2 7 1 5 5 7

3 1 5 1 8 9

5 5 5 7 3 2

8 7 7 3 1 1

The constant sum is 27.

A BRIDGE TOO FEW

There are now many routes 

that work, beginning or end-

ing at the flagged islands.

5 2 6

2 9

5 4 3 1

6 2 7

8 7 3 6 9

3 4 5

6 4 7 9

2 4

7 9 8
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1. scuttle—A: freshwater rations. 
B: purposely sink a ship.  
C: naval battle.

2. coxswain—A: rudder. B: person 
in command of a boat. C: person  
responsible for cleaning the cabins.

3. bulkhead—A: dividing wall  
between a ship’s compartments. 
B: front of a vessel.  
C: sailor who loads cargo.

4. trim—A: make efficiency adjust-
ments to sails. B: captain’s quarters. 
C: sailor’s uniform.

5. killick—A: small rocky island. 
B: small anchor. C: small buoy.

6. gangway—A: warning called 
when one ship is about to hit  
another. B: opening where people 
board and disembark.  
C: entire crew.

7. escutcheon—A: main mast’s  
uppermost reaches. B: spare sail. 
C: part of a ship where its name  
is displayed.

8. ebb—A: new sailor. B: recede, as 
a tide. C: hazardous rapid. 

9. baggywrinkle—A: life-boat tarp. 
B: cloud formation indicating a 
storm surge.  
C: soft covering for cables to  
prevent sail chafing.

10. belay—A: lay over in a harbour. 
B: delay departure.  
C: fasten, as a rope. 

11. leeward—A: away from the 
wind. B: toward a safe port.  
C: sonar used to find rocks.

12. doldrums—A: equatorial zone 
known for low winds.  
B: low trough after a wave crest. 
C: clouds almost low enough  
to be fog. 

13. jetty—A: landing pier.  
B: cargo dumped overboard  
to lighten the load.  
C: outboard motor.

14. pooped—A: recorded in the 
ship’s log. B: swamped by waves 
over the stern. C: sick with scurvy.

15. bilge—A: shipboard cuisine. 
B: water that collects in the lower 
hull. C: acute seasickness.

Ahoy! Do you know your nautical terms, or are you a landlubber?  
Let this quiz help you find your sea legs.

BY GEORGE MURRAY
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1. scuttle—[B] purposely sink a 
ship; as, The captain scuttled the 
craft to keep it from falling into  
enemy hands.

2. coxswain—[B] person in com-
mand of a boat; as, The crew rowed 
to the rhythm set by their coxswain.

3. bulkhead—[A] dividing wall  
between a ship’s compartments;  
as, Cal banged on the bulkhead  
to tell the guys in the next cabin  
to keep it down.

4. trim—[A] make efficiency adjust-
ments to sails; as, Following a 
change in wind, Captain Roberval 
ordered us to trim the mainsail.

5. killick—[B] small anchor; as, 
Sheila dropped a killick over the 
side of her dory and pulled out her 
fishing rod.

6. gangway—[B] opening where 
people board and disembark;  
as, Two thousand tourists spilled 
through the cruise ship’s gangway.

7. escutcheon—[C] part of a ship 
where its name is displayed; as,  
The harbour master raised her  
binoculars to examine the  
unexpected arrival’s escutcheon.

8. ebb—[B] recede, as a tide;  
as, Fernanda pumped the oars, 
fighting the ebbing current to reach 
the shore.

9. baggywrinkle—[C] soft covering 
for cables to prevent sail chafing; as, 
Old, unreliable rigging rope is often 
recycled into baggywrinkle.

10. belay—[C] fasten, as a rope; as, 
The new recruit struggled to belay 
the lines, which kept sliding off 
their pins.

11. leeward—[A] away from the 
wind; as, Life rafts were launched 
from the leeward side of the sink-
ing ship.

12. doldrums—[A] equatorial zone 
known for low winds; as, Sayid 
sighed as they entered the Pacific 
doldrums: a shift at the oars could 
not be far off.

13. jetty—[A] landing pier; as,  
A crowd stood all along the jetty, 
waving adieu to the steamship.

14. pooped—[B] swamped by 
waves over the stern; as, “We’re 
pooped !” sputtered the helmsman  
as he fled his post.

15. bilge—[B] water that collects  
in the lower hull; as, Sully moaned 
when he dropped his pocket watch 
and heard it splash into the bilge.

Answers

VOCABULARY RATINGS
7–10: fair
11–12: good
13–15: excellent
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I know how precious this 
gift of democracy is, and I 

also know how easily it 
can just be taken away, 

almost overnight. 
MARYAM MONSEF

MY OPERATIONAL 
CODE IS TO MAKE 

FACTS DANCE.
PETER C. NEWMAN

MY FAVOURITE 
PLACE TO READ IS IN 

MY BACKYARD, BE-
CAUSE I CAN DELUDE 
MYSELF INTO THINK-
ING I’M NOT REALLY 
HOLED UP READING. 
I ’M OUTSIDE. I CAN 
HEAR BIRDS. I ’M IN 

THE WORLD.

ELEANOR WACHTEL

In B.C., we believe that carbon pricing means taxing people 
differently, not taxing people more.  CHRISTY CLARK

I FIND IT VERY SEXY 
WHEN YOU’RE WITH 
SOMEONE YOU LOVE 
AND YOU MAKE EACH 
OTHER LAUGH.

CATHERINE O’HARA

PHOTOS: (O’HARA) JERRY AVENAIM; (NEWMAN) GEORGE HORHOTA/STRATEGIC BOARDS;  
(MONSEF) BERNARD THIBODEAU/HOUSE OF COMMONS. QUOTES: (WACHTEL) THE GLOBE AND MAIL 
(MAY 13, 2011);  (O’HARA) CANADIAN LIVING  (APRIL 2016); (NEWMAN) ZOOMER  (JUNE 30, 2015); 
(CLARK) THE GLOBE AND MAIL  (MAR. 2, 2016); (MR. MONEY MUSTACHE) THE NEW YORKER  
(FEB. 29, 2016); (MONSEF) OTTAWA CITIZEN  (NOV. 3, 2015).

If you can’t afford  
to lose it, you can’t 
afford to buy it yet—
otherwise the object 
owns you, rather 
than vice versa.

MR. MONEY 
MUSTACHE

BY CHRISTINA PALASSIO
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